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A CHARACTERIZATION ON SEPARABLE SUBGROUPS OF
3-MANIFOLD GROUPS
HONGBIN SUN
Abstract. In this paper, we give a complete characterization on which finitely
generated subgroups of finitely generated 3-manifold groups are separable. Our
characterization generalizes Liu’s spirality character on pi1-injective immersed
surface subgroups of closed 3-manifold groups. A consequence of our char-
acterization is that, for any compact, orientable, irreducible and ∂-irreducible
3-manifoldM with nontrivial torus decomposition, pi1(M) is LERF if and only
if for any two adjacent pieces in the torus decomposition of M , at least one of
them has a boundary component with genus at least 2.
1. Introduction
For a group G and a subgroup H < G, we say that H is separable in G if for
any g ∈ G \ H , there exists a finite index subgroup G′ < G such that H < G′
and g /∈ G′. A group G is LERF (locally extended residually finite) or subgroup
separable if all finitely generated subgroups of G are separable.
The topological meaning of subgroup separability is given by the following heuris-
tic: for any π1-injective immersed compact object in a topological space S # M
(e.g. a π1-injective immersed compact subsurface in a 3-manifold), if π1(S) is a
separable subgroup of π1(M), then S lifts to be embedded in some finite cover of
M .
Since the study of fundamental group is one of the most central topic in 3-
manifold topology, subgroup separability is very important for 3-manifolds. More
precisely, subgroup separability is closely related with the virtual Haken conjecture
of hyperbolic 3-manifolds, which was raised by Thurston in [Thu2] and settled by
Agol in [Agol2]. It is one of the biggest breakthrough on 3-manifold topology in
the past fifteen years.
For fundamental groups of 1-dim and 2-dim manifolds/complexes, it is known
that free groups ([Hall]) and surface groups ([Sco2]) are LERF. For 3-manifold
groups, Scott showed that Seifert manifold groups are LERF ([Sco2]), while the
celebrated works of Agol and Wise showed that (finitely generated) hyperbolic 3-
manifold groups are LERF ([Wise] proved the cusped case, see also [GM], and
[Agol2] proved the closed manifold case).
Although all 1-dim manifold groups, 2-dim manifold groups and hyperbolic 3-
manifold groups are LERF, many 3-manifold groups are not LERF. The first such
example is given by [BKS]. The example in [BKS] is a graph manifold, and it is
homeomorphic to the mapping torus of a Dehn-twist on the one-punctured torus.
Then Niblo and Wise ([NW]) proved that all graph manifold groups are not LERF,
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by showing that all graph manifold groups contain a subgroup that is isomorphic
to a nonLERF group given in [BKS]. In [RW], Rubinstein and Wang gave the first
nonseparable subgroup of a graph manifold group that is carried by a π1-injective
properly immersed subsurface. Inspired by [RW] and armed with modern tools
on hyperbolic 3-manifold groups, Liu proved that many closed mixed 3-manifold
groups have nonseparable subgroups ([Liu]), and these nonseparable subgroups are
carried by π1-injective immersed subsurfaces.
By using results in [Agol2] and [Wise], and generalizing the construction in [RW]
and [Liu], the author proved all mixed 3-manifolds have nonLERF fundamental
groups. Among with the ground breaking work of Agol and Wise ([Agol2], [Wise]),
Scott’s work on Seifert manifolds ([Sco2]), Niblo-Wise’s work on graph manifolds
([NW]) and the author’s work on mixed manifolds, we obtain the following result
on 3-manifolds with empty or tori boundary in [Sun].
Theorem 1.1. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold with empty
or tori boundary. Then M supports one of Thurston’s eight geometries if and only
if π1(M) is LERF.
In this paper, we address the LERFness of fundamental groups of all other 3-
manifolds (3-manifolds with boundary of genus at least 2). The following theorem
gives a complete characterization on LERFness of fundamental group for all com-
pact orientable 3-manifolds.
Theorem 1.2. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible and ∂-irreducible 3-
manifold with nontrivial torus decomposition and does not support the Sol geome-
try. Then π1(M) is LERF if and only if for any two adjacent pieces of the torus
decomposition of M , at least one of them has a boundary component with genus at
least 2.
Moreover, let M be a compact orientable 3-manifold, π1(M) is LERF if and only
if each piece of the sphere-disc decomposition of M either supports one of Thurston’s
eight geometries or satisfies the above condition of LERF fundamental group.
Actually, Theorem 1.2 is a corollary of a more technical theorem (Theorem 1.3),
which characterizes (finitely generated) separable subgroups of (finitely generated)
3-manifold groups.
Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible and ∂-irreducible 3-manifold. Since
3-manifolds with trivial torus decomposition always have LERF fundamental groups
([Sco2], [Wise], [Agol2]), we always assume the torus decomposition ofM is nontriv-
ial. We also assume M does not support Sol geometry, since they have polycyclic
fundamental groups and these groups are LERF ([Rob] 5.4.16). For any finitely
generated infinite index subgroup H < G ∼= π1(M), we use π :MH →M to denote
the covering space of M corresponding to H < π1(M), then MH has an induced
graph of space structure.
Similar to [Liu], the obstruction on separability of H < π1(M) lies in the almost
fibered surface Φ(H) associated to H , and H is separable in π1(M) if and only if the
generalized spirality character of H is trivial. We will give the precise definition of
almost fibered surface and generalized spirality character in Section 3. Currently,
the readers only need to know that the almost fibered surface Φ(H) is a (possibly
disconnected) embedded compact subsurface of MH , and the generalized spirality
character is a homomorphism s : H1(Φ(H);Z) → Q×+ to the multiplicative group of
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positive rational numbers. If s : H1(Φ(H);Z) → Q×+ is the trivial homomorphism,
we say that H is aspiral in π1(M).
The following theorem gives a complete characterization on separable subgroups
of 3-manifold groups, where the 3-manifold is compact, orientable, irreducible and
∂-irreducible. The characterization on subgroups of more general 3-manifold groups
directly follows from this result.
Theorem 1.3. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible and ∂-irreducible 3-
manifold with nontrivial torus decomposition and does not support the Sol geometry.
Then a finitely generated infinite index subgroup H < π1(M) is separable if and only
if H is aspiral in π1(M).
Now we give a sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.3.
To prove that separability implies aspirality, we will prove the following result:
there exists an intermediate finite cover M ′ → M of MH → M , and a codim-0
submanifold Mˆ ⊂ M ′, such that Φ(H) ⊂ MH is mapped to a properly embed-
ded subsurface in Mˆ . Then the properness of Φ(H) in Mˆ implies the generalized
spirality character of H is trivial as in [Liu]. To prove this statement, we use
the separability of H < π1(M) to find an intermediate finite cover M
′ → M of
MH →M , such that the induced map Φ(H)→M ′ is injective and it is ”as nice as
possible”. If the induced map of Φ(H)→M ′ on their dual graphs is injective, and
for each Seifert piece V ⊂M ′, the projection from Φ(H)∩V to the base orbifold of
V is injective, we can construct the submanifold Mˆ ⊂M ′ easily. In general, neither
of the above two assumptions are satisfied, and we need to take the minimizer of
some complexities of Φ(H)→M ′ to construct Mˆ .
To prove that aspirality implies separability, we reduce to the case that M has
empty or tori boundary, by pasting hyperbolic 3-manifolds with totally geodesic
boundary to higher genus boundary components of M . For any compact subset
K ⊂ MH in the covering space of M corresponding to H , we construct a finite
semi-cover N → M (Definition 2.5) such that K embeds into N , then we use the
separability of finite semi-cover subgroups (Lemma 6.2 of [Liu]) to extend the finite
semi-cover N →M to a finite cover M ′ →M .
Let GK be the dual graph ofK (induced byMH), then for the finite semi-coverN
we need to construct, its dual graph is isomorphic to GK . We will construct pieces
of N individually and paste them together along boundary. Since geometric 3-
manifolds have LERF fundamental groups, for each piece VH ⊂MH with VH ∩K 6=
∅ that covers a piece V ⊂ M , there exists an intermediate finite cover Vˆ → V of
VH → V such that VH ∩K embeds into Vˆ . To paste these pieces together and get
N , we need to control the restriction of covering maps on boundary components of
Vˆ . This can be done by a case-by-case construction on various types of pieces of
M and various types of their subgroups. The basic idea is that, for geometrically
finite subgroups of hyperbolic 3-manifold groups and subgroups of Seifert manifold
groups that contain a power of the regular fiber, the restriction of Vˆ → V on
different boundary components are independent of each other. In the other cases,
the restriction of Vˆ → V on different boundary components actually do depend on
each other. Then we use the aspirality of H to make sure the restrictions of these
covering maps on boundary components can be made compatible, so that all these
pieces can be pasted together to get the desired finite semi-cover N →M .
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The organization of this paper is as the following. In Section 2, we review nec-
essary backgrounds in group theory, 3-manifold topology and hyperbolic geometry.
In Section 3, we define the almost fibered surface and generalized spirality charac-
ter, and prove their basic properties. In Section 4, we prove that if a subgroup is
separable, then its generalized spirality character is trivial. In Section 5, for each
type of subgroups of hyperbolic or Seifert 3-manifold group L < π1(N), we prove a
result on the existence of certain intermediate finite cover of NL → N , with some
freedom on its boundary components. In Section 6, by assuming H is aspiral, we
analyse possible combinatoric patterns of two adjacent pieces ofMH , and construct
a finite semi-cover N → M such that the pre-selected compact subset K ⊂ MH
embeds into it, which implies the separability of H . In Section 7, we use Theorem
1.3 to prove Theorem 1.2.
Acknowledgement: The author thanks Daniel Groves for confirming Theorem
1.2 for 3-manifolds such that all of its pieces have higher genus boundary, before the
project in this paper was started. The author is grateful for Feng Luo for comments
on a previous version of this paper.
2. preliminary
In this paper, we assume all 3-manifolds are connected and all groups are finitely
generated, unless otherwise stated. In this section, we review basic material in group
theory, 3-manifold topology and hyperbolic geometry.
2.1. Subgroup separability. In this subsection, we review definitions and basic
properties on subgroup separability. The main concepts we will study in this paper
are the following ones.
Definition 2.1. Let G be a group, and H < G be a subgroup, we say that H is
separable in G if for any g ∈ G \ H , there exists a finite index subgroup G′ < G
such that H < G′ and g /∈ G′.
A group G is LERF (locally extended residually finite) or subgroup separable if
all finitely generated subgroups of G are separable in G.
The topological meaning of separable subgroups is given by Scott ([Sco2] Lemma
1.4), and we reinterpret Scott’s result as the following.
Lemma 2.2 ([Sco2]). Let X be a Hausdorff space with fundamental group π1(X) ∼=
G, and π : X˜ → X be a covering space of X corresponding to a subgroup H < G.
Then H is separable in G if and only if for any compact subset K ⊂ X˜, there exists
an intermediate finite cover q : X ′ → X of π : X˜ → X as the following diagram,
such that p|K : K → X ′ is an embedding.
X˜
p
> X ′
X
q
∨pi >
By definition, all finite index subgroups are separable, so we will focus on finitely
generated infinite index subgroups in this paper. Here we list a few elementary
properties on separability of subgroups that will be used in this paper. All these
statements are classical and well-known, and their proofs are all algebraic.
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Lemma 2.3. (1) Let G be a group, H < G and Γ < G be subgroups. If H is
separable in G, then H ∩ Γ is separable in Γ.
(2) Let G be a group, H < G be a subgroup and Γ < G be a finite index
subgroup, then H is separable in G if and only if H ∩ Γ is separable in Γ.
(3) Let G be a group, H < G be a subgroup and H ′ < H be a finite index
subgroup. If H ′ is separable in G, then H is separable in G.
(4) Let G be a group, and Γ < G be a subgroup. If G is LERF, then Γ is LERF.
Moreover, if Γ < G has finite index, then G is LERF if and only if Γ is
LERF.
(5) Let G1 ∗ G2 be a free product of residually finite groups and H < G1 ∗ G2
be a finitely generated subgroup, then H ∼= (∗mi=1Ki) ∗ (∗
n
j=1Z) and each Ki
equals H ∩ giGkig
−1
i for some ki ∈ {1, 2}. Moreover, H is separable in
G1 ∗G2 if and only if Ki is separable in giGkig
−1
i for all i. In particular,
G1 ∗G2 is LERF if and only if both G1 and G2 are LERF.
Proof. (1) For any g ∈ Γ \H ∩ Γ, g ∈ G \H holds. Then the separability of H
in G implies that there is a finite index subgroup G′ < G containing H and
g /∈ G′. Then G′∩Γ is a finite index subgroup of Γ such that H∩Γ < G′∩Γ
and g /∈ G′ ∩ Γ.
(2) Recall that H is separable in G if and only if H is a closed subgroup under
the profinite topology of G. Since H is a finite union of left cosets of H ∩Γ,
and the profinite topology on Γ coincides with subspace topology on Γ
induced from the profinite topology on G, H is closed in G if and only if
H ∩ Γ is closed in Γ.
(3) It also follows from the profinite topology argument in (2), since H is a
finite union of left cosets of H ′.
(4) For any finitely generated subgroupH < Γ, since G is LERF,H is separable
in G. Then part (1) implies that H = H∩Γ is separable in Γ. So LERFness
of G implies LERFness of Γ. Now we suppose that Γ < G has finite index
and Γ is LERF. Let H be any finitely generated subgroup of G, then H ∩Γ
is a finitely generated subgroup of Γ, so it is separable in Γ. Then part (2)
implies that H is separable in G. So in the finite index case, LERFness of
Γ implies LERFness of G.
(5) The first statement follows from the Kurosh subgroup theorem. The ”if”
part follows from [Bur], and the ”only if” part follows from (1). G1 ∗G2 is
LERF if and only if both G1 and G2 are LERF follows from the fact that
a free product (of finitely many groups) is finitely generated if and only if
all of its free factors are finitely generated.

2.2. 3-manifold topology. In this subsection, we review basic topology of 3-
manifolds, and explain how to reduce the study on separability of subgroups from
all finitely generated 3-manifold groups to the case that the 3-manifold is compact,
orientable, irreducible and ∂-irreducible.
The goal of this paper is to study finitely generated 3-manifold groups and their
finitely generated subgroups. It follows from [Sco1], [Hem2] and the geometriza-
tion of 3-manifolds ([Per1], [Per2], see also [BBMBP], [KL], [MT]) that all finitely
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generated 3-manifold groups are residually finite (i.e. the trivial subgroup is sep-
arable). For a recent work on constructing infinitely generated 3-manifold groups
with non-residually finite fundamental groups, see [CS].
Since most tools in 3-manifold topology work better for compact 3-manifolds,
we prefer to restrict ourselves to fundamental groups of compact 3-manifolds (these
groups are automatically finitely generated). This follows from the Scott core the-
orem in [Sco1], which says that any 3-manifold M with finitely generated funda-
mental group contains a compact codim-0 submanifold CM , such that the inclusion
CM →M induces isomorphism on fundamental groups.
By taking the orientable double cover if necessary, we can further restrict to
compact orientable 3-manifolds, since LERFness and separability of subgroups are
well-behaved under taking finite index subgroups (Lemma 2.3 (2) (4)). Then we ap-
ply the sphere and disc decompositions to M , and get irreducible and ∂-irreducible
pieces of M . The general case follows from the irreducible, ∂-irreducible case since
LERFness and separability of subgroups are well-behaved under taking free product
(Lemma 2.3 (5)).
So in the following, we assume all 3-manifolds are compact, orientable, irre-
ducible and ∂-irreducible, unless otherwise stated. The next decomposition we will
do is the torus decomposition, which basically follows from the theory of character-
istic submanifolds ([JS], [Joh]). However, since we do not want to do the annulus
decomposition, the precise statement we will use is the following one (see Theorem
1.9 of [Hat]).
Theorem 2.4 ([Hat]). For a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold M , there
exists a finite collection T ⊂ M of disjoint incompressible tori, such that each
component of M \ T is either atoroidal or a Seifert manifold, and a minimal such
collection T is unique up to isotopy.
We always assume the torus decomposition of M is non-trivial, otherwise M
supports a geometric structure and π1(M) is LERF ([Sco2], [Wise], [Agol2]). We
also assume thatM does not support the Sol geometry. In this case,M \T consists
of one copy of T 2 × I or two copies of the twisted I-bundle over Klein bottle, and
π1(M) is LERF. In the following, we will call each component of M \ T a vertex
space or a piece ofM , and call each component of T an edge space or a decomposition
torus of M . Then no piece of M is homeomorphic to T 2 × I.
For each atoroidal piece V ⊂M \ T that is not the twisted I-bundle over Klein
bottle, it is proved in [Thu3] (see also [Mor]) that the interior of V supports a
complete hyperbolic structure. The hyperbolic structure has finite volume if and
only if all boundary components of V are homeomorphic to the torus. When V
has a boundary component with higher genus (genus at least 2), there exists a
geometrically finite hyperbolic structure on int(V ) such any cusp ends of its convex
core is a torus cusp (i.e. it has no accidental parabolic). We will always choose
such a geometrically finite hyperbolic structure on V . Moreover, we can choose the
hyperbolic structure such that its convex core has totally geodesic boundary if and
only if V is acylindrical.
For each Seifert piece V ⊂M , it has a unique Seifert structure (S1-bundle over
2-orbifold structure), unless V is homeomorphic to the twisted I-bundle over Klein
bottle (Theorem 2.3 of [Hat]). The twisted I-bundle over Klein bottle has exactly
two Seifert structures. For one of them, the base orbifold is the Mo¨bius band, and
the base orbifold of the other Seifert structure is a disc with two index-2 singular
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points. When taking a finite cover of M , a twisted I-bundle over Klein bottle in
M may have an elevation (a component of its preimage) homeomorphic to T 2 × I,
and it is the only case that the torus decomposition of M does not lift to the torus
decomposition of its finite cover.
For 3-manifolds as in Theorem 2.4, those manifolds with empty or tori boundary
attract more attention of 3-manifold topologists. In this case, irreducible automat-
ically implies ∂-irreducible, unless M is the solid torus. For such an M , the above
torus decomposition is the JSJ decomposition, and it is closely related to the geo-
metric decomposition. The only difference is that, ifM contains a twisted I-bundle
over Klein bottle, the torus decomposition decomposes along the boundary torus of
this I-bundle, and the geometric decomposition decomposes along the zero section
of this bundle (a Klein bottle). We can always get rid of this difference by taking
a double cover of M such that the preimage of each twisted I-bundle over Klein
bottle is homeomorphic to T 2 × I.
For compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifolds with empty or tori boundary
and nontrivial torus decomposition, the concept of semi-cover was introduced in
[PW], and it played important role in the study on subgroup separability of 3-
manifold groups.
Definition 2.5. LetM be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold with empty
or tori boundary and nontrivial torus decomposition. A semi-cover of M is a 3-
manifold N and a local embedding f : N → M , such that the restriction of f on
each boundary component of N is a covering map to a decomposition torus or a
boundary component of M .
Moreover, f : N → M is a finite semi-cover if f : N → M is a semi-cover and
N is compact.
If f : N → M is a finite semi-cover, then all boundary components of N are
homeomorphic to tori. Let TM be the set of decomposition tori ofM , then f−1(TM )
is a collection of π1-injective tori in N , and each component of N \ f−1(TM ) is a
finite cover of a component of M \ TM . Two components of f−1(TM ) are parallel
to each other only if they are mapped to the same torus T ∈ TM and T bounds
a twisted I-bundle over Klein bottle in M . If M does not contain the twisted
I-bundle over Klein bottle, then f−1(TM )\∂N gives the torus decomposition of N .
One important property of finite semi-covers is given by Lemma 6.2 of [Liu].
Lemma 2.6 ([Liu]). If N is a connected finite semi-cover of a 3-manifold M with
empty or tori boundary, then N has an embedded lifting in a finite cover of M .
In fact, the semi-covering map N → M is π1-injective and π1(N) is separable in
π1(M).
For a compact, orientable, irreducible, ∂-irreducible 3-manifold M , its torus
decomposition induces a graph of space structure on M . For any finitely generated
subgroup H < π1(M), the covering space π : MH → M corresponding to H has
an induced graph of space structure, and we use GH to denote its dual graph. We
may sometimes implicitly thicken π−1(TM ), so that the projectionMH → GH maps
each vertex space of MH to a vertex of GH and maps each edge space of MH to an
edge of GH .
Each edge space of MH is a covering space of a decomposition torus of M , so it
is homeomorphic to a torus, a cylinder, or a plane. Since H is finitely generated,
there exists a finite subgraph GcH ⊂ GH , such that the submanifold M
c
H ⊂ MH
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corresponding to GcH carries π1(MH). Moreover, since each edge space of MH has
finitely generated fundamental group ({e}, Z or Z2), an argument as in Theorem
4 of [KS] implies that all vertex spaces of MH have finitely generated fundamental
groups.
2.3. Subgroups of hyperbolic 3-manifold groups and Seifert manifold
groups. By the end of previous subsection, we have seen that each piece of MH
has finitely generated fundamental group. In this section, we review all possible
types of finitely generated subgroups of hyperbolic 3-manifold groups and Seifert
manifold groups.
We first deal with the hyperbolic case. When a hyperbolic 2- or 3-manifold
has cusps, we may not distinguish the cusped open manifold and the manifold
obtained by truncating its cusps. Let N be a finite volume hyperbolic 3-manifold
and L < π1(N) be a finitely generated subgroup, then one of the following hold.
(1) L < π1(N) is a finite index subgroup, and the covering space NL → N
corresponding to L is a finite cover of N .
(2) L < π1(N) is a geometrically finite subgroup of π1(N), i.e. the convex core
of NL has finite volume.
(3) L < π1(N) is a geometrically infinite subgroup of π1(N), which is equivalent
to that L is a virtually fibered subgroup ([Thu1], [Can] and [Agol1], [CG]).
In the geometrically infinite case, the covering space NL of N is homeomorphic
to ΣL × R or ΣL×˜R (twisted R-bundle). Here ΣL is an orientable surface in the
first case and nonorientable in the second case.
If N is a hyperbolic 3-manifold with higher genus boundary, it supports a geo-
metrically finite hyperbolic structure with infinite volume. Under this hyperbolic
structure onN , any finitely generated subgroup of π1(N) is still geometrically finite.
Now we consider the case that N is a Seifert manifold, then N is an S1-bundle
over a 2-orbifold ON . We first suppose that N is not the twisted I-bundle over
Klein bottle, so that the Seifert structure on N is unique. For any finitely generated
subgroup L < π1(N), we have the following possibilities, according to the induced
bundle structure on NL.
Case I. The induced bundle structure on NL is an S
1-bundle.
Case I.1. The base space of NL is a compact 2-orbifold, then NL → N is a finite
cover and L < π1(N) is a finite index subgroup.
Case I.2. The base space of NL is a noncompact 2-orbifold.
Case II. The induced bundle structure on NL is an R-bundle, then the base
space ONL of NL is a surface (with no singular points).
Case II.1. The base space of NL is a compact surface, then NL is homeomorphic
to ΣL × R or ΣL×˜R for some compact surface ΣL. In this case, L is a virtually
fibered subgroup of π1(N).
Case II.2. The base space of NL is a noncompact surface, and NL is homeomor-
phic to ONL × R or ONL×˜R for some noncompact surface ONL . In this case, we
call L a partially fibered subgroup of π1(N).
In Case II.1, ΣL is naturally a compact subsurface of NL. In Case II.2, if L
is nontrivial, we construct a compact subsurface ΣL ⊂ NL in the following, such
that the inclusion induces isomorphism on fundamental groups. Then ΣL ⊂ NL
is the partially fibered subsurface corresponding to the partially fibered subgroup
L < π1(N).
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Since we excluded the case that N is the twisted I-bundle over Klein bottle, the
Seifert structure on N is unique. So the base orbifold ON of N is unique, and its
interior supports a finite area cusped hyperbolic structure. We fix such a finite area
hyperbolic structure on the interior of ON , and also identify ON with a truncation
of this cusped hyperbolic surface, then ONL has an induced hyperbolic structure.
We take the convex core of ONL , and denote it by ΣL. Then ΣL is a compact
subsurface of ONL , and each component of ONL \ ΣL is neither homeomorphic
to the disc nor homeomorphic to the annulus. There always exists an embedded
section ΣL →֒ NL of the R-bundle NL → ONL , and this section is unique up to
isotopy of sections. So we can consider ΣL as a subsurface of NL.
If L corresponds to a parabolic subgroup of π1(ON ) isomorphic to Z, the convex
core is empty and we modify the definition of ΣL as the following. We take ΣL
to be a closed ǫ-neighborhood of the boundary component of ONL corresponding
to L. When ǫ > 0 is small enough, ΣL is homeomorphic to the annulus and the
projection from ΣL ⊂ ONL to its image in ON is a covering map.
If N is a twisted I-bundle over Klein bottle, one of the following hold, and we
only need to construct ΣL in the third case.
(1) L < π1(N) has finite index, i.e. NL → N is a finite cover (as in Case I.1).
(2) L < π1(N) is trivial, then we do not need to construct ΣL (as in Case II.2).
(3) L < π1(N) is a nontrivial infinite index subgroup. Then L ∼= Z and at
least one of the Seifert structure on N lifts to an R-bundle structure on
NL (whose base orbifold is homeomorphic to the annulus or Mo¨bius band).
Then we take ΣL to be a section of this R-bundle. If NL has two induced
R-bundle structures, ΣL is transverse with both of them. (This corresponds
to Case II.1.)
In the partially fibered case, only a proper subset of boundary components of ΣL
are mapped to the boundary of NL, and ΣL do have some boundary components
that are mapped to the interior of NL. Those boundary components of ΣL that
are mapped to ∂NL are more important for our definition of almost fibered surface
and generalized spirality character. Actually, if no boundary component of ΣL is
mapped to ∂NL, then ΣL has no contribution to the almost fibered surface Φ(H).
The partially fibered case is the main difference between this work and the work
of Liu ([Liu]): the subgroup associated to an immersed π1-injective subsurface in a
closed 3-manifold does not have any partially fibered piece.
3. Generalized spirality character
In this section, we define the main object in this paper: the generalized spirality
character. It is a generalization of Liu’s spirality character ([Liu]) on π1-injective
immersed subsurfaces in closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifolds, and it is also
rooted in the work of Rubinstein-Wang on graph manifolds ([RW]).
The main difference between our generalized spirality character and the spirality
character in [Liu] is that we need to consider partially fibered subgroups in Seifert
pieces. For example, the nonseparable subgroup of 3-manifold group constructed
in [BKS] is a subgroup of a graph manifold group H < π1(M), such that the
induced graph of group structure on H has one vertex group and one edge group,
and the vertex group is actually a partially fibered subgroup. Moreover, in [Liu],
the almost fibered surface is naturally a subsurface of the given immersed surface.
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While in our case, we need to extract the ”almost fibered surface” from the subgroup
H < π1(M).
Recall that we always assume M is a compact, orientable, irreducible, ∂-
irreducible 3-manifold with nontrivial torus decomposition, and does not support
the Sol geometry.
3.1. The almost fibered surface Φ(H). In this subsection, for any finitely gen-
erated infinite index subgroup H < π1(M), we define the almost fibered surface
Φ(H).
Since the fundamental group is defined with respect to a base point, we always
implicitly take a base point ∗ ∈ M , and identify H with a subgroup of π1(M, ∗).
In many cases, we need to change to another base point ∗′ ∈ M . Then we take a
path γ in M from ∗′ to ∗ and consider subgroup γHγ−1 < π1(M, ∗′). Then H is
separable in π1(M, ∗) if and only if γHγ−1 is separable in π1(M, ∗′). So we will
often abuse notation and still use H to denote γHγ−1.
Let π : MH →M be the covering space ofM corresponding to H , then the torus
decomposition on M induces a graph of space structure on MH . Each elevation of
a piece of M in MH is called a vertex space or a piece of MH , and each elevation
of a decomposition torus of M in MH is called an edge space of MH . We denote
the dual graph of MH by GH . For each vertex v of GH , the corresponding piece
MvH in MH is a covering space of a piece of M with finitely generated fundamental
group. Since H is finitely generated and M does not support the Sol-geometry,
only finitely many pieces of MH have nontrivial fundamental groups.
Let M cH be the minimal connected submanifold of MH , such that it is a union
of pieces of MH , it contains all pieces of MH with nontrivial fundamental groups,
and the inclusion M cH →֒ MH induces isomorphism on fundamental groups. Since
H is finitely generated,M cH has only finitely many pieces. Let G
c
H be the subgraph
of GH dual with M
c
H , then G
c
H is a finite subgraph of GH and each component of
GH \GcH is a tree.
For a vertex v ∈ GcH , we use M
v to denote the image of MvH ⊂MH in M . The
almost fibered surface Φ(H) is constructed by pasting a sub-collection of following
subsurfaces living in pieces of M cH .
(1) If MvH corresponds to a virtually fibered subgroup of M
v (Mv is either
hyperbolic or Seifert), then MvH is homeomorphic to Σ
v × R or Σv×˜R for
some compact surface Σv. Then we take an embedded copy of Σv in MvH .
(2) IfMv is a Seifert space andMvH corresponds to a partially fibered subgroup
of Mv, then in Case II.2 of Section 2.3, we constructed a partially fibered
subsurface Σv ⊂ MvH . In this case, Σ
v is a compact embedded subsurface
in MvH , but it is not properly embedded.
By our construction, for any two distinct components of ∂Σv ∩ ∂MvH , they lie
in distinct boundary components of MvH . In case (1), each boundary component of
MvH is homeomorphic to the cylinder (C = S
1×R), and each of them intersects with
exactly one component of ∂Σv. In case (2), some boundary components of MvH are
homeomorphic to the cylinder and some are homeomorphic to the plane (P = R2).
Since Σv is given by the convex core construction, a boundary component of MvH
intersects with Σv if and only if it is homeomorphic to the cylinder.
Let Σ1 and Σ2 be two fibered or partially fibered subsurfaces in M
c
H , such that
their boundary components c1 ⊂ ∂Σ1 and c2 ⊂ ∂Σ2 lie in the same cylinder C ⊂
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M cH . Since c1 and c2 are isotopic to each other in C, we can and will assume they
are mapped to the same simple closed curve in C.
Let JcH be the set of vertices v ∈ G
c
H such that the following hold.
(1) The vertex v corresponds to a piece MvH ⊂M
c
H that is virtually fibered or
partially fibered.
(2) Moreover, if MvH corresponds to a partially fibered subgroup of a Seifert
piece in M , the partially fibered subsurface Σv is non-empty and does not
lie in the interior of MvH .
In other words, the second condition excludes those partially fibered pieces MvH
with only plane boundary components. In particular, all vertices v with π1(M
v
H) =
{e} are excluded.
Definition 3.1. Let {Σv}v∈Jc
H
be the (finite) collection of virtually fibered and
partially fibered subsurfaces defined for vertices v ∈ JcH . For each cylinder edge
space C ⊂ MH that intersects with the surfaces in {Σv}v∈Jc
H
along exactly two
circles, we paste these surfaces along their intersections with C. After doing all these
pasting, we get the almost fibered surface Φ(H), and it is naturally a subsurface of
M cH(⊂MH).
Note that Φ(H) might be disconnected. By the above pasting process, Φ(H)
has a natural graph of space structure. We call each Σv a piece or a vertex space of
Φ(H), and call each circle component of Σv∩Σv
′
an edge space of Φ(H). Let GΦ(H)
be the dual graph of Φ(H), then the inclusions Φ(H) → M cH and Φ(H) → MH
induce injective maps on their dual graphs.
Let M ′ →M be a finite cover and let H ′ = H ∩ π1(M ′), it is easy to check that
the almost fibered surface Φ(H ′) (defined byH ′ < π1(M
′)) is a finite cover of Φ(H).
There are two graph of space structures on Φ(H ′). One of them is induced by the
graph of space structure on M ′, and the other one is induced by the covering map
Φ(H ′)→ Φ(H). IfM does not contain the twisted I-bundle over Klein bottle, then
these two graph of space structures on Φ(H ′) are same with each other. Otherwise,
in the graph of space structure on Φ(H ′) induced from Φ(H ′)→ Φ(H), there might
be some annulus vertex spaces that are mapped into some T 2×I ⊂M ′. If we pinch
all these annuli to circles, we obtain the graph of space structure on Φ(H ′) induced
by M ′.
3.2. On oriented proper paths in Σv ⊂ Φ(H). In this subsection, we do some
preparation for defining the generalized spirality character. For a virtually fibered
or partially fibered subsurface Σv ⊂ Φ(H) ⊂ MH and an oriented proper path
δ : I → Σv with δ(0), δ(1) ∈ ∂Σv, we will define a rational number sδ ∈ Q+
associated to δ.
Let MvH be the piece of MH containing Σ
v, and let Mv be the corresponding
piece of M . Let cini be the boundary component of Σv containing δ(0) and cter be
the boundary component of Σv containing δ(1).
Case I. We first consider the case that Mv is a Seifert manifold. If Mv is not
the twisted I-bundle over Klein bottle, then it has a unique Seifert structure and
we define
sδ =
〈cini, h〉
〈cter, h〉
.
Here h is the regular fiber of the Seifert space Mv, and 〈·, ·〉 is the (unsigned)
algebraic intersection number in the corresponding boundary components of Mv.
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If Mv is the twisted I-bundle over Klein bottle, and we apply the above formula to
any Seifert structure of Mv that transverses with ΣL, we always have sδ = 1.
Note that this definition of sδ is similar to the definition in [RW].
Case II. If Σv ⊂ Φ(H) is a virtually fibered subsurface, the definition of sδ is
more complicated, and is is similar to the definition in [Liu]. We first take a triple
(Sv, φv, {cˆi}i∈Iv) such that the following conditions hold.
(1) If Σv is orientable, Sv is homeomorphic to Σv. Otherwise, Sv is the ori-
entable double cover of Σv.
(2) If Mv is a Seifert space, then φv : Sv → Sv is the identity. If Mv is
hyperbolic, then φv : Sv → Sv is under the canonical form of pseudo-
Anosov maps (i.e. it preserves two transverse measured singular foliations)
and its restriction on ∂Sv is identity.
(3) The mapping torus Jv = Sv×I/(x, 0) ∼ (φv(x), 1) is equipped with a finite
covering map Jv → Mv, such that Sv × {0} is mapped to Σv ⊂ Mv via a
homeomorphism or a double cover. By (2), distinct boundary components
of Sv intersect with distinct boundary components of Jv.
(4) Let {ci}i∈Iv be the set of all boundary components of Σv, then each cˆi is
an elevation of ci in S
v.
For an oriented proper path δ : I → Σv, we define sδ by the following way.
Let T ini be the boundary torus of Mv that contains cini, let cˆini be the boundary
component of Sv in {cˆi}i∈Iv corresponding to cini, and let Tˆ ini be the boundary
component of Jv containing cˆini. Similarly, we define T ter ⊂ ∂Mv, cˆter ⊂ ∂Sv and
Tˆ ter ⊂ ∂Jv by cter. Then we define
sδ =
[Tˆ ini : T ini]
[Tˆ ter : T ter]
.
Here [· : ·] denotes the covering degree.
In the definition of sδ, we made some choices, and we need to prove that sδ is
well-defined. The proof is similar to the argument in Section 4.2 of [Liu]. When Σv
is orientable, the only ambiguity is on the surface automorphism φv, since we can
take powers of φv. When we pass from φv to (φv)n, the covering degrees [Tˆ ter : T ter]
and [Tˆ ini : T ini] are both multiplied by n, so sδ is well defined.
When Σv is nonorientable, taking a power of φv : Sv → Sv still does not affect
sδ, by the same argument as above. Moreover, since each ci ⊂ Σ
v has exactly two
elevations in Sv, there are exactly two possible choices of Tˆ ini (and Tˆ ter). Then up
to taking a power of φv, these two choices of Tˆ ini differ by a deck transformation
of Jv →Mv, and the same argument works for Tˆ ter. So sδ is well defined.
It is also easy to check that, if Mv is a twisted I-bundle over Klein bottle and
we apply the above definition, sδ = 1 always holds.
In the case that Mv is a Seifert space and MvH corresponds to a virtually fibered
subgroup ofMv, Case I and Case II give two definitions of sδ. The following lemma
proves that these two definitions of sδ give us the same number.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose Mv is a Seifert space and MvH corresponds to a virtually
fibered subgroup of Mv. Let δ : I → Σv be an oriented proper path, then the two
definitions of sδ in Case I and Case II are equal to each other.
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Proof. Let Jv be a finite cover of Mv homeomorphic to Sv × S1 as in Case II,
and q : Jv → Mv be the covering map. Let cini, cter ⊂ ∂Σv, cˆini, cˆter ⊂ ∂Sv,
Tˆ ini, Tˆ ter ⊂ ∂Jv, T ini, T ter ⊂ ∂Mv be defined as in Case II. Let hˆ and h be the
regular fibers of Jv and Mv respectively.
Since Sv is homeomorphic to either Σv or the orientable double cover of Σv, the
covering degrees of cˆini → cini and cˆter → cter are both 1. Since hˆ and cˆini has
intersection number 1 in Tˆ ini, we have [Tˆ ini : T ini] = 〈q(cˆini), q(hˆ)〉 = 〈cini, q(hˆ)〉.
Similarly, we have [Tˆ ter : T ter] = 〈q(cˆter), q(hˆ)〉 = 〈cter, q(hˆ)〉. Since the covering
degree from the regular fiber of Jv to the regular fiber of Mv does not depend on
which boundary component we choose, we have
[Tˆ ini : T ini]
[Tˆ ter : T ter]
=
〈cini, q(hˆ)〉
〈cter, q(hˆ)〉
=
〈cini, h〉
〈cter, h〉
.

3.3. The generalized spirality character. In this section, we define the gener-
alized spirality character s : H1(Φ(H);Z)→ Q×+. The spirality character in [Liu] is
original defined by partial dilations and a principal Q×-bundle over Φ(S), then Liu
showed that it can be computed by a combinatorial formula (formula 4.5 in [Liu]).
In this paper, we directly define the generalized spirality character by a combinato-
rial formula, which is closer to the flavor of [RW]. Moreover, the definition in [Liu]
also takes care of orientations, so the image of Liu’s spirality character may contain
negative rational numbers. For simplicity, we will forget the sign and simply define
it to be a homomorphism to Q×+.
We first define the generalized spirality character when Φ(H) is connected, then
the definition for general case directly follows. When Φ(H) has no edge space
(consists of one single vertex space), we define s : H1(Φ(H);Z) → Q×+ to be the
trivial homomorphism, i.e. s(α) = 1 for all α ∈ H1(Φ(H);Z).
In the case that Φ(H) has nonempty edge spaces, we take a base point ∗ ∈ Φ(H)
in an edge space, and first define a homomorphism sˆ : π1(Φ(H), ∗)→ Q×+.
Definition 3.3. Let c : I → Φ(H) be an oriented closed path based at ∗ and
transverse with edge spaces of Φ(H). Then c is a concatenation of oriented paths
δ1, · · · , δn such that each δi is an oriented proper path in a vertex space Σi ⊂ Φ(H).
Then we define sˆ : π1(Φ(H), ∗)→ Q×+ by
sˆ([c]) =
n∏
i=1
sδi .
Then sˆ induces a homomorphism
s : H1(Φ(H);Z)→ Q×+,
which is the generalized spirality character.
It is easy to check that sˆ is well-defined. Since all edge spaces of Φ(H) are
essential simple closed curves, a homotopy between two oriented closed paths c and
c′ (up to reparameterization) consists of a finite sequence of following moves.
(1) Homotopy of paths with respect to their intersections with edge spaces of
Φ(H), which clearly does not affect sˆ([c]).
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(2) Do finger move of c across one edge space of Φ(H). Those new terms in the
formula created by the finger move cancel with each other, so sˆ([c]) does
not change.
From the definition, sˆ : π1(Φ(H), ∗)→ Q×+ is clearly a group homomorphism. Since
Q×+ is abelian, sˆ : π1(Φ(H), ∗)→ Q
×
+ induces a homomorphism s : H1(Φ(H);Z)→
Q×+.
Remark 3.4. Let GΦ(H) be the dual graph of Φ(H). Then s actually factors
through a homomorphism H1(GΦ(H);Z)→ Q
×
+, since only the initial and terminal
points of {δi} affect the definition of sˆ([c]), and the topology of these paths in
vertex spaces of Φ(H) do not matter. However, we prefer to use H1(Φ(H);Z) in
the definition of generalized spirality character, since it is more convenient for our
proof, and this notation is compatible with the spirality character in [Liu].
3.4. Generalized spirality character under finite cover. For a finitely gen-
erated infinite index subgroup H < π1(M), we would like to study behavior of
the generalized spirality character when taking finite covers of M and finite index
subgroups of H .
At first, we study the case that M ′ →M is a finite cover such that H < π1(M ′).
Lemma 3.5. Let M ′ → M be a finite cover such that H < π1(M ′), then the
almost fibered surfaces of H associated to M and M ′ are homeomorphic to each
other. Moreover, for the generalized spirality characters s : H1(Φ(H);Z) → Q×
and s′ : H1(Φ(H);Z) → Q×+ defined by M and M
′ respectively, s = s′ holds.
Proof. The covering space of M associated to H < π1(M) and the covering space
ofM ′ associated to H < π1(M
′) are homeomorphic to each other, and we denote it
by MH . Then MH has two graph of space structures, which are induced by M and
M ′ respectively. These two graph of space structures on MH are almost identical
with each other, except that some trivial I-bundle vertex spaces are pinched to
edge spaces. This pinching process only changes the graph of space structure on
Φ(H), but does not change the topology of Φ(H).
For the graph of space structure on Φ(H) induced from M , the pinched pieces
of Φ(H) live in those pieces of M that are homeomorphic to the twisted I-bundle
over Klein bottle, so sδ = 1 holds for these pieces. Then we can ignore these terms
in the definition of sˆ, and we can ignore the difference between these two graph of
space structures on Φ(H).
For each oriented proper path δ in a piece Σv ⊂ Φ(H), s′δ defined by M
′ and
sδ defined by M are equal to each other. In the Seifert case, it follows from the
fact that the covering degree on regular fibers do not depend on the boundary
component. In the fibered case, suppose (Sv, φv) is a pair that defines sδ as in
Case II, we can take a big enough power (φv)n of φv such that the mapping torus
Sv× I/(φv)n covers the corresponding vertex spaces in M and M ′. Then condition
(2) in Case II of Section 3.2 implies that the covering map Sv×I/(φv)n → Sv×I/φv
has the same covering degree on all boundary components. So sδ = s
′
δ holds.
Then it follows that the two generalized spirality characters are equal to each
other. 
Let H¯ < H be a finite index subgroup, the following lemma compares the two
generalized spirality characters s¯ : H1(Φ(H¯);Z)→ Q×+ and s : H1(Φ(H);Z) → Q
×
+.
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Lemma 3.6. Let H¯ < H be a finite index subgroup, then the following commutative
diagram hold. Here the horizontal map is induced by a finite covering map Φ(H¯)→
Φ(H).
H1(Φ(H¯);Z) > H1(Φ(H);Z)
Q×+
s
∨s¯ >
Proof. Since H¯ < H is a finite index subgroup, MH¯ is a finite cover of MH . The
preimage of virtually fibered and partially fibered pieces ofMH are virtually fibered
and partially fibered pieces of MH¯ respectively, and so do the virtually fibered and
partially fibered pieces in Φ(H). So the almost fibered surface Φ(H¯) is a finite cover
of Φ(H).
Let p : Φ(H¯) → Φ(H) be the covering map induced by MH¯ → MH . For a
virtually fibered or partially fibered subsurface Σ¯ ⊂ Φ(H¯) and an oriented proper
path δ¯ : I → Σ¯, let Σ ⊂ Φ(H) and δ = p ◦ δ¯ be their projections in Φ(H). Then
the relation between s¯δ¯ and sδ is as the following. Let c¯
ini, c¯ter be the boundary
components of Σ¯ containing δ¯(0) and δ¯(1) respectively, and let cini, cter be the
boundary components of Σ containing δ(0) and δ(1) respectively. Then we have
s¯δ¯ =
[c¯ini : cini]
[c¯ter : cter]
· sδ.
For the Seifert case, it follows directly from the definition. For the fibered case, it
follows from a similar argument in the previous lemma.
Then the diagram commutes by the definition of generalized spirality character
and the above equality. For an oriented closed path c in Φ(H¯), when we compute
s¯([c]), the c¯ter of δ¯i equals the c¯
ini of δ¯i+1. So when we multiply s¯δ¯1 , · · · , s¯δ¯n together,
the difference between s¯δ¯ and sδ cancel with each other.

Remark 3.7. Since Φ(H¯) is a finite cover of Φ(H), the image of H1(Φ(H¯);Z) is
a finite index subgroup of H1(Φ(H);Z). Since Q×+ is torsion free, the generalized
spirality character s is trivial if and only if s¯ is trivial.
4. Separability implies aspirality
In this section, we prove that if H < π1(M) is a separable subgroup, then the
generalized spirality character of H is trivial, i.e. the ”only if” part of Theorem 1.3.
4.1. The first reduction. In this subsection, by using the separability ofH , we do
some simple reduction and find an intermediate finite cover M ′ →M of MH → H
such that it satisfies several normalization properties.
We first take a Scott core CH ⊂ MH ([Sco1]), then CH is a compact codim-0
submanifold of MH , and it can be constructed by pasting Scott cores of (finitely
many) pieces ofM cH . The Scott core CH is path-connected and we can assume that
Φ(H) ⊂ CH .
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that H < π1(M) is separable, then there exists an intermedi-
ate finite cover M ′ →M of MH →M , such that p|CH : CH →M
′ is an embedding.
In particular, p|Φ(H) : Φ(H) → M
′ is an embedding. Here p is the covering map
from MH to M
′.
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Proof. This follows directly from Scott’s lemma (Lemma 2.2) and separability of
H , since CH ⊂MH is a compact subset. 
Remark 4.2. By Lemma 2.3 (2), H is separable in π1(M) implies that H is
separable in π1(M
′). By Lemma 3.5, we need only to prove that H is asprial inM ′.
So we abuse notation and still use M to denote the finite cover given by Lemma
4.1, then we can assume that Φ(H) and CH are embedded in M .
Currently, some vertex pieces of Φ(H) might be nonorientable surfaces, and some
orientable pieces of Φ(H) may lie in a semi-bundle or lie in a Seifert manifold with
nonorientable base orbifold. In the following lemma, we get rid of these situations.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that Φ(H) is embedded in M , then there is a finite cover M ′
of M such that the following conditions hold for H ′ = H ∩ π1(M ′).
(1) For each Seifert piece of M ′, its base space is orientable and has no singular
points.
(2) Each vertex piece of Φ(H ′) is an orientable surface.
(3) For each virtually fibered subsurface Σ ⊂ Φ(H ′) that lies in a piece V ⊂M ′,
Σ is a fibered subsurface of V .
Proof. Note that if one of the conditions in this lemma hold for some M ′, then
it holds for all further finite covers. So we can work on these three conditions
separately.
At first, Lemma 3.1 of [PW] implies the existence of a finite cover M ′ of M
satisfying condition (1). For this M ′, any vertex piece Σ ⊂ Φ(H ′) that lies in a
Seifert piece of M ′ automatically satisfies condition (2). So we only need to work
on virtually fibered pieces Σ ⊂ Φ(H ′).
Let Σ ⊂ Φ(H ′) be an embedded virtually fibered subsurface in a piece V ⊂M ′.
Then for a regular neighborhood N(Σ) of Σ, V \ N(Σ) has a finite cover that is
homeomorphic to a (possibly disconnected) surface cross interval. Then Theorem
10.6 of [Hem1] implies that V \N(Σ) is an I-bundle over a surface.
If Σ is nonorientable, let S be the orientable double cover of Σ. Then V is a
union of two twisted I-bundles over Σ. Let σ be the Z2-cohomology class dual with
the union of cores of these two twisted I-bundles, and let V ′′ be the double cover
of V corresponding to σ. Then V ′′ is an S-bundle over S1, and each boundary
component of V ′′ is mapped to a boundary component of V by homeomorphism.
If Σ is an orientable surface, then V is either a Σ-bundle over S1, or a semi-bundle
as above and Σ is the common boundary of two twisted I-bundles. In the second
case, we still take the double cover V ′′ of V as the previous case.
Now for each piece V ⊂M ′, if we take the double cover V ′′ as above, we take one
copy of V ′′, otherwise we take two copies of V . Since the restriction of the double
cover on each boundary component of V ′′ is a homeomorphism, we can paste these
V ′′ and V together to get a double cover M ′′ of M ′. Then it is easy to check that
M ′′ and H ′′ = H ′ ∩ π1(M
′′) satisfy all desired conditions.

Remark 4.4. If M and H < π1(M) satisfy the conditions in the above lemma,
then no piece of M is the twisted I-bundle over Klein bottle, and no vertex piece of
Φ(H) is the annulus. Then for any intermediate finite coverM ′ →M ofMH →M ,
the graph of space structure on Φ(H) induced by M ′ is same with the graph of
space structure on Φ(H) induced by M .
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Similar to Remark 4.2, the separable subgroup H ′ < π1(M
′) constructed in
Lemma 4.3 is separable and we only need to prove that H ′ is aspiral in π1(M
′). We
can still assume the almost fibered surface Φ(H ′) and a Scott core CH′ ⊂MH′ are
embedded into M ′. For simplicity, we still denote this manifold by M and denote
this subgroup by H .
The following lemma is the main reduction in this subsection.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that H < π1(M) is separable and satisfies Lemma 4.1 and
4.3, then there is an intermediate finite cover M ′ →M of MH →M , such that the
following holds.
For any piece Σ ⊂ Φ(H) and any boundary component c ⊂ ∂Σ, let M ′Σ ⊂ M
′
be the vertex piece of M ′ containing Σ, and T be the boundary component of M ′Σ
containing c. Then for any base point ∗ ∈ c, π1(T, ∗) lies in the normalizer of
π1(Σ, ∗).
Proof. Note that once the normalizer condition holds for one piece Σ ⊂ Φ(H)
and one boundary component c ⊂ ∂Σ in some M ′, then it holds for all further
intermediate finite covers of MH → M
′. So it suffices to prove the lemma for one
piece Σ ⊂ Φ(H) and one of its boundary component c.
If Σ is a virtually fibered subsurface, then Lemma 4.3 (3) implies that Σ is a
fibered subsurface in the corresponding piece MΣ ⊂M . Then π1(Σ, ∗) is a normal
subgroup of π1(MΣ, ∗), so π1(T, ∗) lies in the normalizer of π1(Σ, ∗).
Now it suffices to consider the case that Σ is a partially fibered subsurface in a
Seifert pieceMΣ ⊂M . Since the base orbifold ofMΣ is orientable (Lemma 4.3 (1)),
the regular fiber h of MΣ lies in the center of π1(MΣ, ∗), so it lies in the normalizer
of π1(Σ, ∗). Since both h and c lie in the normalizer N(π1(Σ, ∗)) of π1(Σ, ∗) and
they are two nonparallel slopes on T , NT = N(π1(Σ, ∗)) ∩ π1(T, ∗) is a finite index
subgroup of π1(T, ∗).
We take the left coset decomposition π1(T, ∗) = NT ∪(∪ki=1giNT ). Then for each
i, there exists γi ∈ π1(Σ, ∗) such that giγig
−1
i /∈ π1(Σ, ∗) (or g
−1
i γigi /∈ π1(Σ, ∗)).
Since giγig
−1
i ∈ π1(MΣ, ∗) and π1(MΣ, ∗) ∩ H = π1(Σ, ∗), we have giγig
−1
i /∈ H .
By separability of H , there is an intermediate finite cover M ′ → M of MH → M
such that giγig
−1
i /∈ π1(M
′) for all i = 1, 2, · · · , k.
Then for the elevation T ′ of T inM ′ that contains c, we must have π1(T
′) < NT ,
thus π1(T
′) lies in the normalizer of π1(Σ). Otherwise, there exist gin ∈ π1(T ′) for
some i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k} and n ∈ NT . Since n−1γin ∈ π1(Σ) < H , we have
giγig
−1
i = (gin)(n
−1γin)(gin)
−1 ∈ π1(T
′)π1(Σ)π1(T
′) ⊂ π1(M
′).
It contradicts with the assumption that giγig
−1
i /∈ π1(M
′), so the proof is done. 
4.2. Properly embedding Φ(H) into a virtual submanifold. In this subsec-
tion, we always assume that M and a separable subgroup H < π1(M) satisfy
Lemma 4.1, 4.3 and 4.5. Note that any further intermediate finite cover M ′ → M
of MH →M still satisfies these lemmas.
The following proposition is the main result in this subsection. This result
enables us to lift the embedded almost fibered surface Φ(H) ⊂ M to some finite
cover M ′, such that Φ(H) lies in a codim-0 submanifold Mˆ ⊂ M ′ as a properly
embedded subsurface. Then the properness implies aspirality as in [Liu].
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Proposition 4.6. If H < π1(M) is separable, then there exists an intermediate
finite cover M ′ → M of MH → M and a (possibly disconnected) codimension-0
submanifold Mˆ ⊂M ′, such that the following hold.
(1) For each component T of ∂Mˆ \ ∂M ′, T is either a decomposition torus of
M ′ or a vertical torus in a Seifert piece of M ′.
(2) Φ(H) is contained in Mˆ as a properly embedded subsurface.
To prove Proposition 4.6, we need a few steps to find the intermediate finite
cover M ′ → M of MH → M , such that Φ(H) lives in M
′ in better and better
position.
We first define a set
I = {M ′ | M ′ is an intermediate finite cover of MH →M}.
Then for any M ′ ∈ I, Φ(H) ⊂ MH projects into M ′ by an embedding. In the
following lemmas, the key point is to take the minimizer of some complexity in I.
We first prove that there exists some M ′ ∈ I, such that for any two decom-
position circles or boundary components of Φ(H) that are mapped to the same
decomposition torus or boundary torus of M ′, they should have ”same” adjacent
pieces. To make the statement of following lemma simpler, we count boundary
components of M ′ as its decomposition tori, and count boundary components of
Φ(H) as its decomposition circles.
Lemma 4.7. There exists an intermediate finite cover M ′ → M of MH → M ,
such that the following hold.
(1) For any two decomposition circles c, c′ ⊂ Φ(H), if they are mapped to
the same decomposition torus T ′ ⊂ ∂M ′, then either both c and c′ lie in
∂(Φ(H)) or both of them lie in int(Φ(H)).
(2) Moreover, for c and c′ as above, let Σ,Σ′ be two vertex spaces of Φ(H)
adjacent to c, c′ respectively, such that they lie in the same vertex piece
V ′ ⊂M ′ \ T ′ (as in Figure 1). Then Σ and Σ′ are parallel with each other
in V ′. More precisely, after choosing a path γ in T ′ from ∗ ∈ c to ∗′ ∈ c′,
we have π1(Σ, ∗) = γπ1(Σ′, ∗′)γ¯ < π1(V ′, ∗).
Proof. Let E(Φ(H)) be the set of all decomposition circles of Φ(H). For each
M ′ ∈ I, let EΦ(H)(M
′) be the set of all decomposition tori of M ′ that contain
some c ∈ E(Φ(H)). Then we define the complexity of M ′ by
C(M ′) = |E(Φ(H))| − |EΦ(H)(M
′)|.
Here | · | denotes the number of elements in a (finite) set. C(M ′) measures how
far is E(Φ(H))→ EΦ(H)(M
′) from being injective. Since the complexity C(M ′) is
a natural number, the minimizer of this complexity exits. When we take a finite
coverM ′′ →M ′ with M ′,M ′′ ∈ I, the complexity does not increase. We will prove
that a minimizer M ′ ∈ I satisfies desired properties.
We take a base point ∗ ∈ c and denote the covering space corresponding to
H < π1(M
′) by (MH , ∗)→ (M ′, ∗).
We first prove (1) by proof by contradiction. Without loss of generality, we
suppose that c lies in int(Φ(H)) and c′ lies in ∂Φ(H). Then there is a unique piece
Σ′ ⊂ Φ(H) containing c′, and we denote the piece of M ′ that contains Σ′ by V ′.
Since c ⊂ int(Φ(H)), there is another piece V ⊂ M ′ that is adjacent to V ′ along
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T ′. For the two pieces of Φ(H) adjacent to c, we denote the one lying in V ′ by Σ,
and denote the one lying in V by Ξ. All these constructions are summarized by
Figure 1.
T '
V V '
c
c'
Σ
Σ '
Ξ
Figure 1
We take an auxiliary point ∗′ ∈ c′, a path α in the Scott core CH from ∗ to ∗′,
and a path γ in T ′ from ∗ to ∗′. Then αγ¯ gives an element a ∈ π1(M ′, ∗).
We denote the vertex space of MH that contains c
′ but does not contain Σ′
by VH . Then (VH , ∗′) is a covering space of (V, ∗′) that does not intersect with
int(Φ(H)). V can not be a Seifert manifold, since π1(VH) is nontrivial and it does
not contain any power of the regular fiber of V . So V must be hyperbolic and VH
corresponds to a geometrically finite subgroup of π1(V ). For π1(Ξ) < π1(V ), it
is a fibered subgroup of π1(V ), so any subgroup of π1(V ) containing π1(Ξ) as a
proper subgroup is a finite index subgroup of π1(V ). So there exists an element
g ∈ π1(Ξ)−π1(VH). More precisely, there exists g ∈ π1(V, ∗) such that g ∈ π1(Ξ, ∗)
but g /∈ γπ1(VH , ∗′)γ¯.
Claim 1: We must have aga−1 /∈ H .
Otherwise, aga−1 = αγ¯gγα¯ lifts to a loop in MH base at ∗, and it implies that
γ¯gγ lifts to a loop in MH based at ∗′. Since both g and γ are paths in V , γ¯gγ lifts
to a loop in VH ⊂MH based at ∗′. So we have γ¯gγ ∈ π1(VH , ∗′), which contradicts
with g /∈ γπ1(VH , ∗′)γ¯. This implies Claim 1 holds.
By the separability of H < π1(M
′), there is an intermediate finite cover
(M ′′, ∗)→ (M ′, ∗) of (MH , ∗)→ (M ′, ∗) such that aga−1 /∈ π1(M ′′).
Claim 2: For M ′′ as above, ∗ ∈ c and ∗′ ∈ c′ are not mapped to the same
decomposition torus of M ′′.
Otherwise, suppose both ∗ and ∗′ are mapped to the same decomposition torus
T ′′ ⊂M ′′, then there is a path δ in T ′′ from ∗ to ∗′. Recall that α is a path in the
Scott core CH from ∗ to ∗′. Then αδ¯ gives an element b ∈ π1(M ′′, ∗) and δγ¯ gives
an element c ∈ π1(T ′, ∗). So we have
aga−1 = (αγ¯)g(γα¯) = (αδ¯)
(
(δγ¯)g(δγ¯)−1
)
(αδ¯)−1 = b(cgc−1)b−1.
By Lemma 4.5, π1(T
′) lies in the normalizer of π1(Ξ). Since g ∈ π1(Ξ), cgc−1 ∈
π1(Ξ) < H < π1(M
′′) holds. Since b ∈ π1(M
′′), we have aga−1 = b(cgc−1)b−1 ∈
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π1(M
′′), which contradicts with our assumption that aga−1 /∈ π1(M ′′). So Claim
2 holds.
So ∗ and ∗′ are mapped to different decomposition tori of M ′′, thus c and c′ are
mapped to different decomposition tori in M ′′. This implies that C(M ′′) < C(M ′),
which contradicts with the assumption that M ′ is a minimizer of C(·). So c and c′
must simultaneously lie in ∂Φ(H) or lie in int(Φ(H)).
For the moreover part, the proof is almost the same. If π1(Σ, ∗) 6= γπ1(Σ′, ∗′)γ¯,
there exists g such that either g ∈ π1(Σ, ∗) \ γπ1(Σ′, ∗′)γ¯ or g ∈ γπ1(Σ′, ∗′)γ¯ \
π1(Σ, ∗). Then a similar proof as above (invoking Claim 1 and Claim 2) gives us a
contradiction.
Since Lemma 4.5 implies that π1(T
′, ∗) lies in the normalizer of π1(Σ, ∗), the
choice of path γ from ∗ to ∗′ does not matter. Then π1(Σ, ∗) = γπ1(Σ′, ∗′)γ¯ implies
that the covering spaces of V ′ corresponding to π1(Σ) and π1(Σ
′) are same with
each other. 
Note that the condition of this lemma still holds when passing to a further finite
cover M ′′ →M of M ′ →M with M ′′ ∈ I.
Remark 4.8. By the construction of Φ(H), each piece of Φ(H) is either a
fibered surface, or the convex core with respect to a fixed hyperbolic structure
on the base orbifold, or an annulus neighborhood of a boundary component. So
π1(Σ, ∗) = γπ1(Σ′, ∗′)γ¯ implies that Σ and Σ′ intersect with the same set of bound-
ary components of V ′, and their projections to the base orbifold of V ′ have the
same image when V ′ is a Seifert manifold.
Remark 4.9. By the proof of Lemma 4.7, in the remaining part of this section,
we will always assume that M is a minimizer of C(·) in I. So for any intermediate
finite coverM ′ →M ofMH →M , if c and c′ are two decomposition circles in Φ(H)
that are mapped to the same decomposition torus in M , then they are mapped to
the same decomposition torus in M ′.
The following lemma is the crucial one to guarantee the properness of Φ(H) ⊂ Mˆ
in Proposition 4.6.
Lemma 4.10. Suppose that H < π1(M) and Φ(H) → M satisfy Lemma 4.7.
Then there exists an intermediate finite cover M ′ →M of MH →M , such that the
following hold.
For any partially fibered subsurface Σ ⊂ Φ(H) that is contained in a Seifert piece
V ⊂M ′, let r : V → OV be the projection to its base orbifold. Then Σ is contained
in Vˆ = r−1(r(Σ)) ⊂ V as an properly embedded subsurface (i.e. Σ ∩ ∂Vˆ = ∂Σ).
Proof. The conclusion of this lemma is equivalent with that r|Σ : Σ → OV is a
covering map to the image of Σ. If the conclusion holds for one partially fibered
subsurface Σ ⊂ Φ(H) in some M ′ ∈ I, then it still holds for Σ and any finite
intermediate coverM ′′ →M ′ of MH →M ′. So we only need to work on one single
partially fibered piece Σ ⊂ Φ(H).
Now we define a complexity on I with respect to Σ. Let V be the Seifert piece
of M ′ containing Σ, OV be the base orbifold of V , and r|Σ : Σ → OV be the
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restriction of the projection map from V to OV . Then we define a (discontinuous)
function ρ : OV → N by ρ(x) = |r−1(x) ∩ Σ|, and define the complexity of M ′ by
CΣ(M
′) = max ρ.
Recall that (Case II.2 of Section 2.3) Σ is the convex core of a covering space
OVL → OV with finitely generated fundamental group (or a closed ǫ-neighborhood
of a boundary component). Since Σ is transverse with the Seifert fibration, the
compactness of Σ implies that CΣ(M
′) = max ρ is a finite number. Moveover, if
M ′′ → M ′ is an intermediate finite cover of MH → M
′, then CΣ(M
′′) ≤ CΣ(M
′)
holds. Since CΣ(·) is a natural number, the minimizer of CΣ(·) exists.
Now we take a minimizer M ′ of the complexity CΣ(·) in I. Then we will prove
that for the minimizerM ′, Σ is a properly embedded subsurface of Vˆ = r−1(r(Σ)) ⊂
V . We only need to prove it in the case that Σ is obtained by the convex core
construction, since this lemma clearly holds for the closed ǫ-neighborhood case, if
ǫ > 0 is small enough.
Since r maps each boundary component of Σ to a closed geodesic in OV , for two
boundary components of Σ, either they are mapped to the same closed geodesic
in OV , or their images are transverse with each other. Let X be the set of all
self-intersection points of r(∂Σ), then all of OV \ r(∂Σ), r(∂Σ) \ X and X have
finitely many components. For the function ρ : OV → N, it is constant on each of
these components.
By the connectedness of Σ, if Σ is an properly embedded subsurface of Vˆ =
r−1(r(Σ)), then im(ρ) = {0, n}, where n is the intersection number between Σ and
a regular fiber of Vˆ . Actually, it is a sufficient and necessary condition. If Σ is not
proper in Vˆ , then r maps some x ∈ ∂Σ into int(r(Σ)). Then there is a small open
disc U ⊂ r(Σ) containing r(x), such that (r|Σ)−1(U) is a disjoint union of open
subsets ∪Vα in Σ. Moreover, for each α, r|Vα is an embedding from Vα to U whose
image either equals U or is a half disc centered at r(x). Since the component Vα0
that contains x is a half disc, ρ is positive but not a constant function near x.
If Σ is not proper in Vˆ , then im(ρ) consists of more than two integers, and let
L be the maximum of ρ. We take all components of OV \ r(∂Σ), r(∂Σ) \ X and
X such that the value of ρ on them equals L, and denote the collection of their
closures by {A′1, · · · , A
′
l}. Then we throw away all those A
′
i such that A
′
i $ A
′
j for
some j, and obtain a sub-collection {A1, · · · , Ak}. For any Ai, there exist xi ∈ Ai
and yi, y
′
i ∈ Σ such that r(yi) = r(y
′
i) = xi and one of the following hold.
(1) Either yi ∈ ∂Σ and y′i ∈ int(Σ);
(2) or yi, y
′
i ∈ ∂Σ, and there are half discs Di, D
′
i ⊂ Σ of equal radius, such
that Di and D
′
i contain yi and y
′
i respectively, but r(Di) 6= r(D
′
i).
Figure 2 shows these two possibilities. The left half corresponds to case (1) and the
right half corresponds to case (2). The dotted points in the picture correspond to
xi ∈ OV . For the function ρ, its value on the lighter shaded region is smaller than
its value on the darker shaded region.
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Figure 2
We take a base point ∗ ∈ ∂Σ∩ ∂V . For each i, we take an oriented path αi in Σ
from ∗ to yi, an oriented path βi that lies in a regular fiber of V and goes from yi
to y′i, and an oriented path γi in Σ from y
′
i to ∗. Let fi ∈ π1(V, ∗) be the element
given by closed path αiβiγi. Then we first prove the following claim.
Claim. For each i, fi does not lie in the normalizer of π1(Σ, ∗) in π1(V, ∗).
Recall that Σ is the convex core of a covering space OVH → OV . Let N be the
normalizer of π1(Σ, ∗) in π1(OV , ∗), then the deck transformation group of OVH →
OV is isomorphic to N/π1(Σ, ∗), which also acts on Σ as a covering map action.
Since Σ is compact, N/π1(Σ, ∗) must be a finite group, so N is finitely generated.
Let ΣN be the convex core of the covering space ON → OV corresponding to
N < π1(ON ) (after truncating cusps), then ΣN is compact. Recall that Lemma
4.3 (1) implies that V is an S1-bundle over surface OV . Let VN be the pull back
bundle of V → OV via covering map ON → OV , and we take a base point ∗ ∈ VN
that is mapped to ∗ ∈ Σ ⊂ V .
The spaces we constructed above are summarized in the following diagram.
VH > VN > V
Σ
⊂
>
⊂ OVH
∨
> ON
rN
∨
> OV
r
∨
∪
ΣN
>
Suppose that fi lies in the normalizer of π1(Σ, ∗) in π1(V, ∗), then r∗(fi) lies in
the normalizer of π1(Σ, ∗) in π1(OV , ∗). Since π1(Σ) < π1(ON ) and VN is the pull-
back bundle of ON → OV , Σ lifts to an embedded surface in VN . Since r∗(fi) ∈ N ,
αiβiγi lifts to a loop in VN based at ∗. We use rN : VN → ON to denote the
projection from VN to its base orbifold. Since βi is a path in the regular fiber,
while yi and y
′
i are the initial and terminal points of βi respectively, after lifting
everything to VN , we have rN (yi) = rN (y
′
i) ∈ ΣN ⊂ ON .
By considering Σ as a subsurface of VN , rN |Σ : Σ→ ΣN ⊂ ON is the finite cover
induced by OVH → ON . By also considering Σ as a subsurface of V , we have the
following commutative diagram.
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Σ
rN |Σ
> ΣN
OV
∨r|Σ >
By our assumption, there are open discs or half discs Di, D
′
i ⊂ Σ of the same
radius and centered at yi, y
′
i respectively, such that r(Di) 6= r(D
′
i). However, since
rN |Σ : Σ → ΣN is a covering map and rN (yi) = rN (y′i) in ΣN , rN must map Di
and D′i to the same half disc in ΣN , i.e. rN (Di) = rN (D
′
i). It contradicts with
r(Di) 6= r(D′i), so fi does not lie in the normalizer of π1(Σ, ∗) in π1(V, ∗). The
proof of this claim is done.
As subgroups of π1(V, ∗), we have fiπ1(Σ, ∗)f
−1
i 6= π1(Σ, ∗), so there exists
gi ∈ π1(Σ, ∗) such that figif
−1
i /∈ π1(Σ, ∗) (or replace fi by f
−1
i if necessary). Then
H ∩π1(V, ∗) = π1(Σ, ∗) implies that figif
−1
i /∈ H , and separability of H guarantees
the existence of an M ′′ ∈ I such that figif
−1
i /∈ π1(M
′′) for all i.
Let V ′′ be the Seifert piece of M ′′ that contains Σ, then yi and y
′
i do not lie in
the same regular fiber of V ′′. Otherwise, we must have
αih
niβiγi = (αih
niα−1i )fi ∈ π1(V
′′, ∗),
here h is the regular fiber of V ⊂ M ′ based at yi and ni ∈ Z. Since αihα−1i lies
in the center of π1(V, ∗), gi ∈ π1(Σ, ∗) ⊂ π1(V ′′, ∗) and (αihniα
−1
i )fi ∈ π1(V
′′, ∗)
imply that
figif
−1
i = (αih
niα−1i )figif
−1
i (αih
niα−1i )
−1 = (αih
niα−1i fi)gi(αih
niα−1i fi)
−1 ∈ π1(V
′′) < π1(M
′′),
which contradicts with the choice of M ′′. So for M ′′, yi and y
′
i do not lie in the
same regular fiber of V ′′.
Let r′′ : V ′′ → O′′ be the projection to the base orbifold of V ′′, then we have
the following commutative diagram.
Σ ⊂ > V ′′ > V
O′′
r′′
∨
s
>
>
OV
r
∨
Suppose that CΣ(M
′′) = L, then there exists x′′ ∈ O′′ such that |(r′′)−1(x′′) ∩
Σ| = L. Then we must have |r−1(s(x′′)) ∩ Σ| = L. By our choice of {A1, · · · , Ak},
there exists i such that s(x′′) ∈ Ai. So there is a path γ in Ai from s(x′′) to xi
such that γ maps (0, 1) ⊂ I to the interior of Ai. Then we lift γ to a path γ′′ in O′′
from x′′ to some x′′i ∈ O
′′ with s(x′′i ) = xi. Since γ
′′ maps (0, 1) to a component of
O′′ \ r′′(∂Σ), r′′(∂Σ) \X ′′ or X ′′ (X ′′ is the set of all self-intersections of r′′(∂Σ)),
we have
|(r′′)−1(x′′i ) ∩ Σ| = |(r
′′)−1(x′′) ∩ Σ| = L.
However, we must have |(r′′)−1(x′′i ) ∩ Σ| < |r
−1(xi) ∩ Σ| = L, since one of yi, y′i ∈
r−1(xi) ∩Σ is not in (r′′)−1(x′′i ) ∩ Σ.
We have proved that CΣ(M
′′) < CΣ(M
′), but it contradicts with that M ′ is
a minimizer of CΣ(·). So for the minimizer M
′ and V ⊂ M ′, the image of ρ :
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OV → N consists of only two integers, thus Σ is a properly embedded subsurface
of Vˆ = r−1(r(Σ)) ⊂ V .

The following lemma implies the existence of an M ′ ∈ I, such that for any two
pieces Σ1,Σ2 ⊂ Φ(H) lying in the same Seifert piece V ⊂ M
′, either Σ1 and Σ2
are parallel in V (as in Lemma 4.7), or they have disjoint projection in the base
orbifold of V . Actually, this lemma is not absolutely necessary for the proof of
”separability implies aspirality” part of Theorem 1.3. Without this lemma, the Mˆ
in Proposition 4.6 will be a manifold with a π1-injective immersion intoM
′, instead
of simply a submanifold of M ′.
Lemma 4.11. Suppose that H < π1(M) and Φ(H) → M satisfy Lemma 4.7 and
4.10. Then there exists an intermediate finite cover M ′ → M of MH → M , such
that for any two distinct pieces Σ1,Σ2 of Φ(H), one of the following hold.
(1) Σ1 and Σ2 lie in two distinct pieces of M
′.
(2) Σ1 and Σ2 lie in the same piece V ⊂M ′ and they are parallel to each other
(as in Lemma 4.7).
(3) Σ1 and Σ2 are partially fibered subsurfaces lying in the same Seifert piece
V ⊂M ′, and r(Σ1) is disjoint from r(Σ2) in OV . Here r : V → OV is the
projection from V to its base orbifold.
Proof. At first, for a pair of pieces Σ1,Σ2 ⊂ Φ(H), if they satisfy one of these three
conditions for someM ′, then they still satisfy one of them in any intermediate finite
cover M ′′ → M ′ of MH → M
′ (condition (2) is preserved by Remark 4.9). So we
only need to work on one pair of pieces Σ1,Σ2 ⊂ Φ(H) and assume they lie in the
same piece V ⊂M .
At first, there is nothing to prove if V is hyperbolic. In the hyperbolic case,
V ∩ Φ(H) consists of a disjoint union of fibered subsurfaces (Lemma 4.3 (3)), so
they must be parallel to each other. Similarly, if V is a Seifert manifold and one
component of V ∩ Φ(H) is a fibered subsurface, it intersects with all boundary
components of V . Then Lemma 4.7 (2) implies that all components of V ∩ Φ(H)
are parallel fibered subsurfaces.
The remaining case is that V is a Seifert manifold and all components of V ∩Φ(H)
are partially fibered subsurfaces. By Lemma 4.7 (2), if Σ1 is not parallel to Σ2,
each boundary component of V intersects with at most one of Σ1 and Σ2. Take
∗ ∈ Σ1 ∩ ∂V that lies in a boundary component c ⊂ ∂Σ1, ∗′ ∈ Σ2 ∩ ∂V and an
oriented path α in the Scott core CH from ∗ to ∗′.
Let T1 = r(Σ1) and T2 = r(Σ2) be the projections of Σ1 and Σ2 in OV respec-
tively, then Lemma 4.10 implies that r|Σ1 : Σ1 → T1 and r|Σ2 : Σ2 → T2 are both
covering maps. So boundary components of T1 and T2 are closed geodesics in OV ,
and T1 ∩ T2 has only finitely many connected components.
Let A1, · · · , Ak be all components of T1 ∩ T2. For each i, take a point xi ∈ Ai.
Let r−1(xi) ∩ Σ1 = {yi,1, · · · , yi,n} and let r−1(xi) ∩ Σ2 = {zi,1, · · · , zi,m}. For
each pair s, t with s ∈ {1, · · · , n} and t ∈ {1, · · · ,m}, we take an oriented path
βi,s in Σ1 from ∗ to yi,s, an oriented path γi,t in Σ2 from ∗′ to zi,t and an oriented
path δi,t,s from zi,t to yi,s that lies in the regular fiber that projects to xi. Then
fi,t,s = αγi,tδi,t,sβ
−1
i,s is an element in π1(M
′, ∗) (as in Figure 3).
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yi,s
zi,t


i,s

i,t
i,t,s '
V
Figure 3
Since Σ2 does not intersect with the boundary component of V containing c,
any closed path in Σ2 is not homotopy to c in V . Then an argument as in Claim
1 of Lemma 4.7 implies that fi,t,scf
−1
i,t,s /∈ H . By separability of H , there exists an
intermediate finite cover M ′ →M of MH → M such that fi,t,scf
−1
i,t,s /∈ π1(M
′) for
all i ∈ {1, · · · , k}, s ∈ {1, · · · , n} and t ∈ {1, · · · ,m}. If Σ1 and Σ2 do not lie in the
same piece of M ′, then the proof is done. Otherwise, suppose that both Σ1 and Σ2
lie in a Seifert piece V ′ ⊂M ′. Then for any triple (i, t, s) as above, yi,s and zi,t do
not lie in the same regular fiber of V ′, by the argument in Lemma 4.10.
So for M ′, the projections of Σ1 and Σ2 are disjoint in OV ′ , and the proof is
done.

Now we are ready to prove Proposition 4.6.
Proof. We take a finite cover M ′ ∈ I of M that satisfies Lemma 4.7, 4.10 and 4.11.
Then Mˆ will be constructed by pasting submanifolds of pieces of M ′, instructed by
a quotient graph of GΦ(H) (the dual graph of Φ(H)).
On GΦ(H), we define two vertices v, v
′ to be equivalent if the corresponding pieces
Σv,Σv
′
⊂ Φ(H) lie in the same piece V ⊂ M ′, and V has a boundary component
T that intersects with both Σv and Σv
′
. We define two edges e, e′ ⊂ GΦ(H) to
be equivalent if their corresponding decomposition circles ce, ce
′
⊂ Φ(H) lie in the
same decomposition torus T ⊂M ′.
If two vertices v, v′ of GΦ(H) are in the same equivalence class, then Lemma 4.7
(2) implies that they have the same valence. Moreover, each edge e adjacent to v
is equivalent to an edge e′ adjacent to v′ and vice versa. If two edges e, e′ of GΦ(H)
are in the same equivalence class, then the two vertices adjacent to e are equivalent
to the two vertices adjacent to e′.
The quotient of GΦ(H) under this equivalence relation gives rise to a graph Gˆ,
and the manifold Mˆ we will construct has dual graph isomorphic to Gˆ.
For each vertex [v] ∈ Gˆ, take a representative vertex v ∈ GΦ(H) of [v], and let
Σv ⊂ Φ(H) be the piece of Φ(H) corresponding to v. If Σv is a fibered subsurface,
then we take M [v] to be the piece of M ′ containing Σv, and it is clear that M [v] is
independent of the choice of v ∈ [v].
If Σv is a partially fibered subsurface, let Mv be the Seifert piece of M ′ that
contains Σv, OMv be the base orbifold ofMv and r :Mv → OMv be the projection.
Then we take M [v] = r−1(r(Σv)), and Lemma 4.10 implies that Σv ⊂ M [v] is a
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properly embedded subsurface. For another vertex v′ ∈ [v], Lemma 4.7 (2) implies
that Σv is parallel to Σv
′
inMv. Since both Σv and Σv
′
are obtained by the convex
core construction (or they are both the closed ǫ-neighborhood of the same boundary
component), we must have r(Σv) = r(Σv
′
). So M [v] is a well-defined submanifold
of Mv, and ∂M [v] \ ∂Mv is a union of vertical tori in Mv. If we have two partially
fibered pieces Σv,Σw ⊂ Φ(H) lying in the same Seifert piece V ⊂M ′ such that no
boundary component of V intersects with both Σv and Σw, then Lemma 4.11 (3)
implies that the submanifolds M [v] and M [w] are disjoint from each other.
For each edge [e] ∈ Gˆ, it is represented by some edge e ∈ GΦ(H). Let c
e ⊂
Φ(H) be the decomposition circle corresponding to e, and let T [e] ⊂ M ′ be the
decomposition torus containing ce, then T [e] is clearly well defined.
We define Mˆ to be the graph of space with dual graph Gˆ, such that its vertex and
edge spaces are the M [v] and T [e] constructed as above. It is naturally a codim-0
submanifold of M ′, and condition (1) holds by the construction of vertex spaces
M [v].
By our construction of Mˆ , Φ(H) is a subsurface of Mˆ . So it suffices to check
that ∂(Φ(H)) ⊂ ∂Mˆ , which implies that Φ(H) ⊂ Mˆ is proper. Let c be a boundary
component of Φ(H), let Σ be the piece of Φ(H) that contains c, and let V be the
vertex space of M ′ that contains Σ. If c lies in a decomposition torus T ⊂ M ′,
then Lemma 4.7 (1) implies that T is a boundary component of Mˆ . If c lies in the
interior of a Seifert piece V ⊂M ′, then Σ is a partially fibered subsurface. Then the
construction of M [v] and Lemma 4.10 imply that c lies in a boundary component
of Mˆ . So Φ(H) ⊂ Mˆ is a properly embedded subsurface, and the proof is done.

4.3. Proof of separability implies aspirality. Now we are ready to prove the
”only if” part of Theorem 1.3.
Proof. We first apply Lemma 4.1 and 4.3 toM andH , to get a finite coverM ′ →M
and H ′ = H ∩ π1(M ′) satisfying these two lemmas.
LetM ′H′ →M
′ be the covering space ofM ′ corresponding toH ′ < π1(M
′). Then
Proposition 4.6 implies that there exists an intermediate finite cover M ′′ →M ′ of
M ′H′ → M
′ and a codim-0 submanifiold Mˆ ⊂ M ′′, such that ∂Mˆ is a union of
incompressible tori in M ′′, and Φ(H ′) ⊂ Mˆ is a properly embedded subsurface.
Since we only need to prove the generalized spirality character is trivial on each
component of Φ(H ′), we can assume that both Φ(H ′) and Mˆ are connected. Since
Φ(H ′) ⊂ Mˆ is a properly embedded subsurface and each piece of Φ(H ′) is a
fibered subsurface of the corresponding piece of Mˆ , Mˆ has a Φ(H ′)-bundle over
S1 structure. Then we take a finite cyclic cover M¯ of Mˆ along Φ(H ′), such that
the monodromy of the fibering structure on M¯ fixes all pieces of Φ(H ′), and the
pseudo-Anosov and periodic canonical forms on pieces of Φ(H ′) fix the boundary
pointwisely.
It follows from Definition 3.3 that the generalized spirality character of Φ(H ′) in
M¯ is trivial. This is because that each piece Σ ⊂ Φ(H ′) is a fibered subsurface in
the corresponding piece V¯ ⊂ M¯ , and V¯ satisfies the requested conditions in Case
II of Section 3.2. So in the formula of generalized spirality character in Section 3.3,
all sδ for H
′ < π1(M¯) are equal to 1, thus the generalized spirality character of
Φ(H ′) in M¯ is trivial.
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f.g. subgroup cover of hyperbolic N cover of Seifert N
finite index finite cover finite cover
no contribution
geometrically finite
S1-bundle over
to Φ(H) a non-compact 2-orbifold
may R-bundle over a compact surface
contribute geometrically infinite i.e. virtually fibered
to Φ(H) i.e. virtually fibered R-bundle over a non-compact surface
i.e. partially fibered
Table 1. Covering spaces of finite volume hyperbolic and Seifert pieces.
type of N subgroup torus cylinder plane
hyp. or Seifert finite index finite no no
hyperbolic geometrically finite finite finite possibly infinite
hyperbolic geometrically infinite no finite no
Seifert contains a power of fiber finite possibly infinite no
Seifert virtually fibered no finite no
Seifert partially fibered no finite possibly infinite
Table 2. Boundary components of covering spaces of finite vol-
ume hyperbolic and Seifert pieces.
Lemma 3.5 and the definition of generalized spirality character together imply
the generalized spirality character of Φ(H ′) in M ′ is trivial. Then Lemma 3.5 and
3.6 imply that the generalized spirality character of Φ(H) in M is trivial. 
5. Constructing finite covers of hyperbolic and Seifert pieces
In the following two sections, we will prove the ”aspirality implies separability”
part of Theorem 1.3.
In this section, we do some preparation for this proof. For various types of finitely
generated infinite index subgroup L of an orientable finite volume hyperbolic or
Seifert 3-manifold group π1(N), we construct an intermediate finite cover Nˆ → N
of NL → N whose restriction to ∂Nˆ has some pre-selected pattern. In the next
section, we will paste these finite covers of pieces of M together, to get a finite
semi-cover of M .
The possibilities of a finitely generated subgroup of a finite volume hyperbolic
or Seifert 3-manifold group was studied in Section 2.3, and they are summarized in
Table 1.
For each finite volume hyperbolic or Seifert N as above, let L be a finitely
generated subgroup of π1(N) and let NL be the covering space of N corresponding
to L < π1(N). Then each boundary component of NL is a covering space of a
torus, so it is a torus, a cylinder or a plane. Table 2 summarizes all possible types
of boundary components of NL, and whether NL has finitely many or infinitely
many boundary components of a given type.
Now we set up some notations that will be used throughout this section. We
assume L < π1(N) is a finitely generated infinite index subgroup, and use π :
NL → N to denote the covering space of N corresponding to L < π1(N). The
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boundary components of NL consists of tori T1, · · · , Tl, cylinders C1, · · · , Cm, · · · ,
and planes P1, · · · , Pn, · · · . Note that NL may not have all three types of boundary
components (see Table 2).
For each cylinder Cj ⊂ ∂NL, it contains a unique essential simple closed curve cj
(up to isotopy), which is called the core of Cj . Then π(cj) = xjsj for some xj ∈ Z+
and some essential simple closed curve (slope) sj in the torus π(Cj) ⊂ ∂N . Then
we take another slope tj ⊂ π(Cj) not parallel to sj . For each plane Pk ⊂ ∂NL, we
take two nonparallel slopes uk, vk in the torus π(Pk) ⊂ ∂N .
5.1. Finite volume hyperbolic case. We first work on finitely generated infinite
index subgroups of finite volume hyperbolic 3-manifold groups.
If L < π1(N) is a geometrically infinite subgroup, then all boundary components
of NL are cylinders. It turns out to be the simplest case.
Proposition 5.1. Let N be a finite volume hyperbolic 3-manifold, L < π1(N) be a
geometrically infinite subgroup that corresponds to an orientable fibered surface, and
K ⊂ NL be any compact subset. Then there exist A1, · · · , Al ∈ Z+, such that for
any α ∈ Z+, there exists an intermediate finite cover q : Nˆ → N of π : NL → N ,
such that the following conditions hold for commutative diagram:
NL
p
> Nˆ
N.
q
∨pi >
(1) p|K : K → Nˆ is an embedding.
(2) p maps any two distinct cylinders in ∂NL to distinct boundary components
of Nˆ .
(3) For each cylinder Cj ⊂ ∂NL, p maps its core cj to a simple closed curve
in p(Cj), and q|p(Cj) : p(Cj) → π(Cj) is the finite cover corresponding to
subgroup Z[cj ]⊕ Z[αAjtj ] < π1(π(Cj)).
(Here Z[cj ] ⊕ Z[αAjtj ] < π1(π(Cj)) denotes the subgroup of π1(π(Cj)) that is the
direct sum of two infinite cyclic subgroups generated by cj and αAjtj respectively.)
Proof. Since L is a geometrically infinite subgroup corresponding to an orientable
fibered surface, NL is homeomorphic to ΣL×R with ΣL∩Cj = cj for each cylinder
Cj ⊂ ∂NL. Then NL → N has an intermediate finite cover N ′ = ΣL × I/φ that is
a mapping torus. By taking a power of φ, we can assume that the projection from
K ⊂ NL to N ′ is an embedding, φ fixes ∂ΣL pointwisely, and each elevation of tj
in N ′ intersects with ΣL exactly once.
We still use φ to denote this power of φ. Let t′j be an elevation of tj in N
′ that
lies in the image of Cj ⊂ ∂NL, and let Aj be the covering degree of t′j → tj . Then
for any α ∈ Z+, the manifold Nˆ = ΣL × I/φα satisfies all desired conditions.

Remark 5.2. The manifold Nˆ constructed in Proposition 5.1 satisfies the condi-
tions of Jv in Case II of Section 3.2, so it can be used to define sδ for an oriented
proper path δ in a fibered subsurface.
Now we deal with the geometrically finite case. In this case, boundary compo-
nents of NL can be torus, cylinder and plane, and there might be infinitely many
plane boundary components. So the statement becomes more complicated.
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Proposition 5.3. Let N be a finite volume hyperbolic 3-manifold, L < π1(N)
be a geometrically finite subgroup, and K ⊂ NL be any compact subset.
Let P = {P1, · · · , Pn} be a finite collection of plane boundary components
of ∂NL. Then there exists A ∈ Z+, such that for any positive integers
α1, · · · , αm, β1, · · · , βn, δ1, · · · , δn ∈ Z+, there exists an intermediate finite cover
q : Nˆ → N of π : NL → N , such that the following conditions hold for commutative
diagram:
NL
p
> Nˆ
N.
q
∨pi >
(1) p|K : K → Nˆ is an embedding.
(2) For any two distinct boundary components of NL in
{T1, · · · , Tl, C1, · · · , Cm, P1, · · · , Pn}, p maps them to distinct bound-
ary components of Nˆ .
(3) For each torus boundary component Ti ⊂ ∂NL, p|Ti : Ti → p(Ti) is a
homeomorphism.
(4) For each cylinder Cj ⊂ ∂NL, p maps cj to a simple closed curve in p(Cj),
and q|p(Cj) : p(Cj) → π(Cj) is the finite cover corresponding to Z[cj ] ⊕
Z[αjAtj ] < π1(π(Cj)).
(5) For each plane Pk ∈ P, q|p(Pk) : p(Pk) → π(Pk) is the finite cover corre-
sponding to Z[βkAuk]⊕ Z[δkAvk] < π1(π(Pk)).
Proof. We take a base point ∗ ∈ K ⊂ NL and ∗ will be the base point of all
fundamental groups in this proof. By enlarging K, we can assume that K is path-
connected, it contains all torus boundary components T1, · · · , Tl of NL, and it
intersects with all of C1, · · · , Cm and P1, · · · , Pn.
Since L < π1(N) is separable, there exists an intermediate finite cover of NL →
N such that K is mapped into this finite cover by embedding. By abusing notation,
we still denote this finite cover by N . Then N satisfies condition (1) and (2) in this
proposition.
For each boundary component Ti, Cj or Pk of NL, we take a path in K from
∗ to Ti, Cj or Pk respectively, and consider π1(π(Ti)), π1(π(Cj)) and π1(π(Pk)) as
subgroups of π1(N, ∗) by conjugation them by these paths.
Then we have: L ∩ π1(π(Ti)) = π1(π(Ti)), L ∩ π1(π(Cj)) = 〈cj〉 and L ∩
π1(π(Pk)) = {e}. Note that π1(N) is a relative hyperbolic group, L < π1(N)
is a relatively quasi-convex subgroup, and π1(π(Cj)), π1(π(Pk)) < π1(N) are maxi-
mal parabolic subgroups. By applying Theorem 1.1 of [MP] inductively, there exist
A1, · · · , Am, B1, · · · , Bn, D1, · · · , Dn ∈ Z+, such that the subgroup L′′ < π1(N)
generated by
L, 〈cj, Ajtj〉 < π1(π(Cj)) j = 1, · · · ,m, and 〈Bkuk, Dkvk〉 < π1(π(Pk)) k = 1, · · · , n
is isomorphic to an iterated Z-amalgamation and free product:
(
L ∗{〈cj〉}mj=1 (∗
m
j=1〈cj , Ajtj〉)
)
∗ (∗nk=1〈Bkuk, Ckvk〉).
Moreover, each parabolic subgroup of L′′ is conjugate to a subgroup of L, 〈cj , Ajtj〉
or 〈Bkuk, Ckvk〉.
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Let A be the least common multiple of above positive integers
A1, · · · , Am, B1, · · · , Bn, D1, · · · , Dn. Then for any positive integers
α1, · · · , αm, β1, · · · , βn, δ1, · · · , δn ∈ Z+, we take the subgroup L′ < L′′ < π1(N)
generated by
L, 〈cj ,
αjA
Aj
Ajtj〉 < π1(π(Cj)) and 〈
βkA
Bk
Bkuk,
δkA
Dk
Dkvk〉 < π1(π(Pk))
for j = 1, · · · ,m and k = 1, · · · , n. Then L′ has a similar group of graph structure
as L′′, and each parabolic subgroup of L′ is conjugate to a subgroup of one of these
factors.
Let NL′ be the covering space of N corresponding to L
′ < π1(N) (which is
an intermediate cover of NL → N). Then the following boundary components of
NL′ are distinct from each other: images of T1, · · · , Tl, the tori boundary com-
ponents of NL′ corresponding to 〈cj , αjAtj〉 (j = 1, · · · ,m) and 〈βkAuk, δkAvk〉
(k = 1, · · · , n). This is because their corresponding subgroups are not conjugate to
each other in L′.
The covering spaces we constructed are summarized by the following tower of
covering spaces:
NL → NL′ → NL′′ → N,
and we will apply LERFness of π1(N) to NL′ → N to get Nˆ .
We take a compact subset K ′ ⊂ NL′ that contains K and all tori boundary
components of NL′ . Since L
′ is finitely generated, it is separable in π1(N). So there
exists an intermediate finite cover Nˆ → N of NL′ → N , such that K
′ is projected
into Nˆ by embedding. Then all desired conditions hold for Nˆ . K embeds in Nˆ
since K ′ embeds in Nˆ . The boundary components of NL under consideration (i.e.
T1, · · · , Tl, C1, · · · , Cm, P1, · · · , Pn) are mapped to distinct boundary components
of Nˆ , since their projections to NL′ are distinct tori and they are all contained in
K ′. The covering maps from boundary components of Nˆ to boundary components
of N are the desired ones, since the restriction of NL′ → Nˆ on these boundary
components are homeomorphisms. 
5.2. Seifert case. Now we work on the case that N is a Seifert space. We always
assume that N is not the twisted I-bundle over Klein bottle, so the base orbifold
ON of N has negative Euler characteristic. Some proofs in this section are bor-
rowed from proofs in Section 5.1, since we will first apply techniques in hyperbolic
geometry to the base orbifold.
If L < π1(N) is a virtually fibered subgroup, then the corresponding statement
and its proof are same with the hyperbolic case.
Proposition 5.4. Let N be a Seifert 3-manifold with orientable base orbifold,
L < π1(N) be a virtually fibered subgroup, and K ⊂ NL be any compact subset.
Then there exist A1, · · · , Al ∈ Z+, such that for any α ∈ Z+, there exists an
intermediate finite cover q : Nˆ → N of π : NL → N , such that the following
conditions hold for commutative diagram:
NL
p
> Nˆ
N.
q
∨pi >
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(1) p|K : K → Nˆ is an embedding.
(2) p maps any two distinct cylinder boundary components of NL to distinct
boundary components of Nˆ .
(3) For each cylinder Cj ⊂ ∂NL, p maps its core cj to a simple closed curve
in p(Cj), and q|p(Cj) : p(Cj) → π(Cj) is the finite cover corresponding to
Z[cj ]⊕ Z[αAjtj ] < π1(π(Cj)).
Remark 5.5. If we take all tj to be the regular fiber h in π(Cj) ⊂ ∂N , then all Ajs
must be equal to each other. In this case, the covering degree from p(Cj) to π(Cj)
equals αAj〈cj , tj〉 = αAj〈cj , h〉. Then the quotient of two such covering degrees is
〈ci,h〉
〈cj,h〉
, which equals the sδ defined in Case I of Section 3.2.
To prove the corresponding results for partially fibered subgroups and subgroups
corresponding to S1-bundles, we need the following two results on covering spaces
of surfaces.
Lemma 5.6. Let S be a compact orientable hyperbolic surface with boundary, A <
π1(S) be a finitely generated infinite index subgroup, and SA be the covering space of
S corresponding to A with convex core ΣA ⊂ SA. Let L = {L1, · · · , Ln} be a finite
collection of boundary components of SA homeomorphic to R, then there exists an
intermediate finite cover Sˆ → S of SA → S such that the following hold.
(1) ΣA ⊂ SA is mapped to Sˆ by embedding, and Sˆ \ ΣA is connected.
(2) Let C be the collection of all boundary components of SA homeomorphic
to S1, then any two distinct components of C ∪ L are mapped to distinct
boundary components of Sˆ.
(3) There is a boundary component of Sˆ that is not in the image of C ∪ L.
Note that when A is an infinite cyclic parabolic subgroup, our convention is that,
ΣA is a closed ǫ-neighborhood of the corresponding circle boundary component of
SA. When A is the trivial subgroup, its convex core is the empty set.
Proof. Since A is finitely generated, the convex core ΣA has finite area. So ΣA has
finitely many boundary components, and it contains all circle boundary components
of SA. Since π1(S) is LERF, there exists an intermediate finite cover of SA → S
such that ΣA embeds into this finite cover, and we still denote this finite cover by
S. Then the first half of condition (1) holds for S.
We first prove that SA has infinitely many boundary components. Now we
consider π1(S) as a discrete subgroup of Isom+(H2) such that H2/π1(S) is a finite
area hyperbolic surface with cusp ends. Then it suffices to prove that, in the domain
of discontinuity Ω(A) ⊂ ∂H2∞, there are infinitely many A-orbits of parabolic fixed
points of π1(S). If A is the trivial subgroup, we take any parabolic fixed point
x ∈ ∂H2 of π1(S), and any hyperbolic element γ ∈ π1(S) such that γ(x) 6= x. Then
{γn(x)}n∈Z gives us infinitely many distinct parabolic fixed points of π1(S). The
case that A is an infinite cyclic parabolic subgroup can be proved similarly.
It remains to consider the case that ΣA has nonempty geodesic boundary in the
interior of SA. For any such geodesic boundary component c ⊂ ∂ΣA, let δ be one
elevation of c in H2. Then the universal cover of ΣA lies on one side of δ ⊂ H2,
while the other side is bounded by δ and a path α ⊂ ∂H2. We take any parabolic
fixed point x ∈ α and any hyperbolic element γ ∈ π1(S) \ A such that γ has a
contracting fixed point in int(α)\{x}. Then for N large enough, {γn(x)}n>N gives
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us infinitely many distinct 〈c〉-orbits of parabolic fixed points of π1(S) in α, and
they are also inequivalent under the A-action .
Since SA has infinitely many boundary components, we take a line boundary
component Ln+1 ⊂ ∂SA not in L, and enlarge L to L′ = L ∪ {Ln+1}. Let lk be
a generator of the parabolic subgroup of π1(S) corresponding to Lk. Similar to
the argument in Proposition 5.3, we can apply Theorem 1.1 of [MP] to get positive
integers E1, · · · , En+1, such that the subgroup A′ < π1(S) generated by A and
E1l1, · · · , En+1ln+1 is isomorphic to A ∗ (∗
n+1
k=1〈Eklk〉), and each parabolic element
in A′ either conjugates into A or conjugates into 〈Eklk〉 for some k.
The covering space SA′ → S corresponding to A′ < π1(S) is an intermediate
cover of SA → A, and we have the following tower of covering spaces:
SA → SA′ → S.
By our construction, distinct components of C ∪ L′ in ∂SA are mapped to distinct
boundary components of SA′ , and all these boundary component of SA′ are home-
omorphic to S1. Then the convex core ΣA′ ⊂ SA′ contains all compact boundary
components of SA′ . Now we apply LERFness of π1(S) to A
′ < π1(S) to get an
intermediate finite cover S′ → S of SA′ → S such that ΣA′ embeds into S′. Then
distinct components of C ∪ L′ are mapped to distinct boundary components of S′.
Since the image of Ln+1 is a boundary component of S
′ that does not lie in the
image of C ∪ L, condition (2) and condition (3) hold.
Note that conditions (2) and (3) still hold when taking any intermediate finite
cover of SA → S′. Then we apply Theorem 1.3 of [BC] to get an intermediate finite
cover Sˆ → S′ of SA → S′ such that Sˆ \ΣA is connected, which satisfies the second
half of condition (1). 
Let S be a compact hyperbolic surface, we say that a compact connected sub-
surface Σ ⊂ S is nice if each boundary component of Σ either equals a boundary
component of S or lies in the interior of S, and no component of S \ Σ is homeo-
morphic to the disc or annulus.
In particular, suppose that S is a compact hyperbolic surface, and Σ is the
convex core of an infinite cover of S with finitely generated fundamental group. If
the covering map embeds Σ into S, then Σ is a nice subsurface of S.
Lemma 5.7. Let S be a compact orientable surface with positive genus and non-
trivial boundary, and Σ ⊂ S be a nice subsurface. We suppose that ∂S \∂Σ 6= ∅ and
let {c1, · · · , cn} be a collection of components of ∂S \ ∂Σ. Then for any integers
E1, · · · , En ≥ 2, there exists a finite cover Sˆ → S, such that Σ lifts into Sˆ and each
elevation of ck in Sˆ covers ck by degree Ek.
Proof. For each boundary component ck ⊂ ∂S in the collection, we take a disc
with one singular point of cone angle 2pi
Ek
, and attach it to S along ck. We denote
the resulting 2-orbifold by O, and consider S as a subset of O. Since Σ ⊂ S is
a nice subsurface, the inclusion Σ → O is π1-injective. This is because that, no
component of O \ Σ is a disc with at most one singular point.
Since the underlying space of O is a surface with positive genus, π1(O) is a
virtually free group or a virtually surface group. Then Proposition 7.1 of [KRS]
implies that π1(O) has a torsion-free finite index subgroup K that contains π1(Σ).
Although Proposition 7.1 of [KRS] assumes that Λ (which is π1(O) in our case) is
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an arithmetic lattice of simplest type, its proof only uses that Λ is good and LERF,
and these properties hold for virtually free and virtually surface groups.
The torsion-free finite index subgroup K < π1(O) corresponds to a finite-sheet
orbifold cover Oˆ → O, such that Oˆ is a surface (with no singular points) and Σ
lifts to Oˆ. Let Sˆ be the preimage of S in Oˆ, then for each boundary component ck
of S in the collection {c1, · · · , cn}, any elevation of ck in Sˆ covers ck by degree Ek.
The construction is summarized by the following diagram:
Sˆ ⊂ Oˆ
Σ
⊂
>
⊂ S
∨
⊂ O.
∨

Now we work on the partially fibered case. In this case, we take slopes tj ⊂ π(Cj)
and vk ⊂ π(Pk) to be the regular fiber of N .
Proposition 5.8. Let N be a Seifert 3-manifold whose base orbifold is an orientable
surface with positive genus and nontrivial boundary, L < π1(N) be a partially fibered
subgroup, and K ⊂ NL be any compact subset. Let P = {P1, · · · , Pn} be a finite
collection of plane boundary components of ∂NL. Then there exists A ∈ Z+, such
that for any α, β1 · · · , βn ∈ Z+, there exists an intermediate finite cover q : Nˆ → N
of π : NL → N , such that the following conditions hold for commutative diagram:
NL
p
> Nˆ
N.
q
∨pi >
(1) p|K : K → Nˆ is an embedding.
(2) For any two distinct boundary components of NL such that each of them
is either a cylinder or a plane in P, p maps them to distinct boundary
components of Nˆ .
(3) For each cylinder Cj ⊂ ∂NL, p maps its core cj to a simple closed curve
in p(Cj), and q|p(Cj) : p(Cj) → π(Cj) is the finite cover corresponding to
Z[cj ]⊕ Z[αAtj ] < π1(π(Cj)).
(4) For each plane Pk ∈ P, q|p(Pk) : p(Pk) → π(Pk) is the finite cover corre-
sponding to Z[βkAuk]⊕ Z[αAvk] < π1(π(Pk)).
Proof. At first, we enlarge K ⊂ NL so that the partially fibered subsurface ΣL ⊂
NL is contained in K. Since π1(N) is LERF, there exists an intermediate finite
cover of NL → N such that K embeds into this finite cover. By abusing notation,
we still use N to denote this finite cover and it satisfies condition (1).
Let ONL be the base orbifold of NL, then distinct boundary components of NL
project to distinct boundary components ofONL . Let P
′ = {P ′1, · · · , P
′
n} be the line
boundary components of ONL corresponding to P , and C
′ be the finite collection
of circle boundary components of ONL . By Lemma 5.6, there is an intermediate
finite cover O′ → ON of ONL → ON , such that the following holds.
(1) ΣL embeds into O′ and O′ \ ΣL is connected.
(2) Any two distinct components of C′ ∪ P ′ are mapped to distinct boundary
components of O′.
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(3) O′ has a boundary component that is not in the image of C′ ∪ P ′.
We take the pull-back bundle ofN → ON via covering map O′ → ON and denote
the resulting manifold by N ′. Then N ′ satisfies condition (2) in this proposition,
and so does any further intermediate finite cover of NL → N
′. Moreover, each core
cj ⊂ Cj is mapped to a simple closed curve in a boundary component of N ′.
Since K contains ΣL and K embeds into N
′, we can consider ΣL as a subsurface
of N ′. Let r : N ′ → O′ be the projection to the base orbifold of N ′, then r|ΣL :
ΣL → O′ is an embedding. We decompose N ′ as N ′ = N ′+ ∪ N
′
−, by taking
N ′+ = r
−1(r(ΣL)) and N
′
− = N
′ \N ′+. Then both N
′
+ and N
′
− have induced Seifert
structures. Since ΣL is a section of S
1-bundle N ′+, N
′
+ is homeomorphic to ΣL×S
1.
Since O′ \ΣL is connected, N ′− = r
−1(O′ \ ΣL) is connected.
For each component T ′ of ∂N ′− ∩ ∂N
′
+, it is equipped with a slope ΣL ∩ T
′. For
each component T ′k ⊂ ∂N
′
− that is the image of Pk ∈ P , it is equipped with a slope
u′k, which is an elevation of uk ⊂ π(Pk) ⊂ ∂N in N
′. The above condition (3) on
O′ implies that N ′− has a boundary component that lies neither in ∂N
′
+ nor in the
image of P . Since all these slopes on ∂N ′− are not parallel to the regular fiber of N
′
−,
by the theory of horizontal subsurfaces in Seifert spaces, there exists a connected
properly embedded horizontal subsurface Σ− ⊂ N ′−, such that its intersection with
each component of (∂N ′+∩∂N
′
−)∪ (∪
n
k=1T
′
k) consists of parallel copies of the above
chosen slope. Let i be the algebraic intersection number between Σ− and the
regular fiber of N ′−. Then for each component T
′ ⊂ ∂N ′+ ∩ ∂N
′
−, Σ− ∩ T
′ consists
of i parallel copies of ΣL ∩ T ′. Then we paste Σ− and i parallel copies of ΣL in
N ′+ to get a properly embedded horizontal subsurface Σ
′ ⊂ N ′, such that each u′k
is parallel to a boundary component of Σ′.
So N ′ has a Σ′-bundle over S1 structure, i.e. N ′ = Σ′×I/φ, such that the period
of φ is i. For N ′′ = Σ′ × I/φi, it is homeomorphic to Σ′ × S1, and Σ′ intersects
with its regular fiber exactly once. Since ΣL is a subsurface of Σ
′, N ′′ → N is an
intermediate finite cover of NL → N , and we denote the covering map from NL
to N ′′ by s : NL → N ′′. By abusing notation, we use u′k to denote the boundary
component of Σ′ that lies in the image of Pk ⊂ ∂NL.
Let A0 be the induced covering degree of N
′′ → N on the regular fiber. For each
slope uk ⊂ π(Pk), let Bk be the covering degree of u′k → uk. Let A
′ be the least
common multiple of A0, B1, · · · , Bn, and let A = 2A′. For any positive integers
α, β1, · · · , βn ∈ Z+, we will construct a finite cover Nˆ → N satisfying all desired
conditions.
For each boundary component u′k ⊂ ∂Σ
′ corresponding to Pk ⊂ ∂NL, we as-
sociate it with an integer βk
A
Bk
≥ 2. By Lemma 5.7, there exists a finite cover
s1 : Σˆ → Σ′ such that ΣL lifts into Σˆ and each elevation of u′k in Σˆ has covering
degree βk
A
Bk
to u′k.
Let s2 : S
1 → S1 be the covering map of degree α A
A0
. Then the covering space
sˆ = s1 × s2 : Nˆ = Σˆ× S1 → N ′′ = Σ′ × S1 is an intermediate cover of NL → N ′′.
Since Σ′ intersects with the regular fiber of N ′′ exactly once, for each cylinder
Cj ⊂ ∂NL, s(Cj) ⊂ ∂N ′′ is the finite cover of π(Cj) ⊂ ∂N corresponding to
Z[cj ]⊕ Z[A0tj ] < π1(π(Cj)). For each plane Pk ⊂ ∂NL, s(Pk) ⊂ ∂N ′′ is the finite
cover of π(Pk) ⊂ ∂N corresponding to Z[Bkuk] ⊕ Z[A0vk] < π1(π(Pk)). Since the
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covering map Nˆ → N ′′ preserves the product structure, it is easy to check that Nˆ
satisfies all desired conditions.
The constructions in this proof is summarized by the following diagram.
Σˆ× {1} ⊂ Σˆ× S1 > Σ′ × S1 > Σ′ × I/φ
ΣL ⊂ >
⊂
>
NL > Nˆ
sˆ
>
∼=
<
N ′′
∼=
∨
> N ′
∼=
∨
> N
ONL
∨
>
⊂
>
O′
r
∨
> ON
∨

It remains to deal with the case that the induced bundle structure on NL is an
S1-bundle over a noncompact 2-orbifold. In this case, for each cylinder boundary
component Cj ⊂ ∂NL, its core cj is mapped to a power of the regular fiber of N .
Let the regular fibered of N be denoted by h, then the image of cj equals xh for
some x ∈ Z+, which is independent of boundary component Cj .
Proposition 5.9. Let N be a Seifert 3-manifold whose base orbifold is an ori-
entable surface with positive genus and nontrivial boundary, L < π1(N) be a finitely
generated infinitely index subgroup that contains a power of the regular fiber, and
K ⊂ NL be any compact subset. Let C = {C1, · · · , Cm} be a finite collection of
cylinder boundary components of NL. Then there exists A ∈ Z+, such that for
any α1 · · · , αm ∈ Z+, there exists an intermediate finite cover q : Nˆ → N of
π : NL → N , such that the following conditions hold for commutative diagram:
NL
p
> Nˆ
N.
q
∨pi >
(1) p|K : K → Nˆ is an embedding.
(2) For any two distinct boundary components of NL such that each of them
is either a torus or a cylinder in C, p maps them to distinct boundary
components of Nˆ .
(3) For each torus boundary component Ti ⊂ ∂NL, p|Ti : Ti → p(Ti) is a
homeomorphism.
(4) For each cylinder Cj ∈ C, p maps cj to a simple closed curve in p(Cj),
and q|p(Cj) : p(Cj) → π(Cj) is the finite cover corresponding to Z[cj ] ⊕
Z[αjAtj ] < π1(π(Cj)).
Proof. Since π1(N) is LERF, there exists an intermediate finite cover N
′ → N of
NL → N , such that K embeds into N ′. By LERFness again, we can assume that
the restriction of NL → N ′ on regular fibers has degree 1, and each torus boundary
component ofNL is mapped toN
′ by a homeomorphism. This N ′ satisfies condition
(1), (3) and the first half of (4) in this proposition. We abuse notation and still
denote this manifold by N .
Let ON be the base orbifold of N , and ONL be the base orbifold of NL. Then
we apply Lemma 5.6 to get an intermediate finite cover O′ → ON of ONL → ON ,
such that the following holds.
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(1) ΣL ⊂ ONL embeds into O
′.
(2) All circle boundary components of ONL and all of its line boundary com-
ponents corresponding to C are mapped to distinct boundary components
of O′.
We take the pull-back bundle of N → ON via covering map O′ → ON , and denote
it by N ′. Since ΣL embeds into O′, N ′ → N is an intermediate finite cover of
NL → N . It is easy to see that N
′ → N satisfies the first three conditions in this
proposition.
Let s : NL → N ′ be the covering map. Then for any two distinct Ci, Cj ∈ C,
s(Ci) and s(Cj) are distinct boundary components of N
′. Let sj be the boundary
component of O′ corresponding to s(Cj), and let t′j be an elevation of tj ⊂ π(Cj) ⊂
∂N in s(Cj) ⊂ ∂N ′.
Let Aj be the covering degree of t
′
j → tj , and let γj be the algebraic intersection
number between t′j and the regular fiber of N
′. Let A′ be the least common multiple
of A1, · · · , Am, and let A = 2A
′. For any positive integers α1, · · · , αm ∈ Z+, and
any component sj ⊂ ∂O′ corresponding to s(Cj) ⊂ ∂N ′, we associate sj with a
positive integer αjγj
A
Aj
≥ 2.
Then Lemma 5.7 provides us an intermediate finite cover Oˆ → O′ of ONL → O
′,
such that ΣL lifts into Oˆ and each elevation of sj ⊂ ∂O′ in Oˆ has covering degree
αjγj
A
Aj
to sj . Let Nˆ be the pull-back bundle of N
′ → O′ via covering map Oˆ → O′,
and we use p : NL → Nˆ to denote the covering map.
For each j, p(Cj) ⊂ ∂Nˆ is a covering space of s(Cj) ⊂ ∂N ′, such that its
restriction on regular fiber has degree 1 and the covering degree on base space is
αjγj
A
Aj
. Since the algebraic intersection number between t′j and the regular fiber
in s(Cj) ⊂ ∂N ′ is γj , and the covering degree on base space is a multiple of γj , each
elevation of t′j in p(Cj) ⊂ ∂Nˆ (denoted by tˆj) has algebraic intersection number 1
with the regular fiber of Nˆ , and the covering degree from tˆj to t
′
j is αj
A
Aj
.
Since tˆj has algebraic intersection number 1 with the regular fiber of Nˆ , the
fundamental group of p(Cj) ⊂ ∂Nˆ is generated by the regular fiber and tˆj . Since the
covering degree from t′j to tj is Aj , the covering degree from tˆj to tj is Aj ·(αj
A
Aj
) =
αjA. So condition (4) holds for Nˆ .
The constructions in this proof is summarized by the following diagram:
ΣL ⊂ > NL
p
> Nˆ > N ′ > N
ONL
∨
>
⊂
>
Oˆ
∨
> O′
∨
> ON
∨

For the readers’ convenience, we summary the results in Proposition 5.1, 5.3,
5.4, 5.8 and 5.9 in Table 3.
In Table 3, L < π1(N) is a finitely generated infinite index subgroup, π : NL →
N is the covering space corresponding to L, C ⊂ ∂NL is a cylinder boundary
component and P ⊂ ∂NL is a plane boundary component. The second (or third)
column of the table should be read as: for any compact subsetK ⊂ NL, there exists
a positive integer A (or AC) such that for any positive integer α (or αC , βP , δP ),
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❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
L < π1(N)
∂ comp. of NL
cylinder C with core c plane P with two
and slope t ⊂ π(C) nonparallel slopes
not parallel to π(c) u, v ⊂ π(P )
L is virtually fibered
∃AC such that for ∀α ×
Z[c]⊕ Z[αAC t]
N is hyperbolic and ∃A such that for ∀αC ∃A such that for ∀βP , δP
L is geom. finite Z[c]⊕ Z[αCAt] Z[βPAu]⊕ Z[δPAv]
N is Seifert and t is the regular fiber v is the regular fiber
L is partially fibered ∃A such that for ∀α ∃A such that for ∀βP , α
Z[c]⊕ Z[αAt] Z[βPAu]⊕ Z[αAv]
N is Seifert and ∃A such that for ∀αC ×
NL is an S
1-bundle Z[c]⊕ Z[αCAt]
Table 3. Summary on constructions of finite covers in various
cases. In the fourth row, the two α’s in the second and third
columns are same with each other.
there exists an intermediate finite cover Nˆ → N of NL → N with covering map
p : NL → Nˆ , such that K is embedded into Nˆ , and p(C) (or p(P )) is the finite
cover of π(C) (or π(P )) corresponding to the subgroup given in the table. In the
table, when we write A or α, we mean it is a positive integer only depends on N ;
and when we write AC or αC (βP , δP ), we mean it is a positive integer that also
depends on the boundary component C (or P ). In the following, we will call A and
AC ”constants” of (N,L,K), and call α, αC , βP , δP ”parameters” of (N,L,K).
6. Aspirality implies separability
For the proof of ”aspirality implies separability” part in Theorem 1.3, we first
assume the 3-manifoldM has empty or tori boundary, then the general case follows
from this special case by a filling argument in Section 6.3.
LetM be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold with empty or tori bound-
ary that does not support a geometric structure, and H < π1(M) be a finitely
generated infinite index subgroup. Let π : MH → M be the covering space of M
corresponding to H < π1(M), and K ⊂MH be an arbitrary compact subset. If H
is aspiral in π1(M), to prove H is separable in π1(M), it suffices to prove that K
embeds in an intermediate finite cover of MH →M .
Let MK be the union of all pieces of MH that intersect with K, and we denote
its dual graph by GK . Then our strategy to prove the separability of H consists of
following steps.
(1) Enlarge K such that K is path-connected and contains a Scott core ofMH .
(2) Construct a finite semi-cover N →M such that K embeds into N and the
dual graph of N is isomorphic to GK .
(3) Take an intermediate finite cover M ′ →M of MH →M , such that N is a
submanifold of M ′ and the restriction of the covering map M ′ →M on N
is the semi-covering map in (2).
The first step is obvious, and the third step follows from that subgroups of finite
semi-covers are separable (Lemma 2.6). So we will focus on the second step. For
each piece VK ⊂MK , we denote its image in M by V , which is a piece of M . Then
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❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
VK
V ′K hyperbolic hyperbolic Seifert Seifert Seifert
virtual fiber geom. finite virtual fiber partial fiber S1 bundle
hyperbolic degeneracy degeneracy degeneracy degeneracy degeneracy
virtual fiber slope of π(VK) slope of π(VK) slope of π(VK) slope of π(VK) slope of π(VK)
hyperbolic degeneracy
any slope
regular fiber regular fiber
any slope
geom. finite slope of π(V ′K) of π(V
′
K) of π(V
′
K)
Seifert regular fiber regular fiber regular fiber regular fiber regular fiber
virtual fiber of π(VK) of π(VK) of π(VK) of π(VK) of π(VK)
Seifert regular fiber regular fiber regular fiber regular fiber regular fiber
partial fiber of π(VK) of π(VK) of π(VK) of π(VK) of π(VK)
Seifert degeneracy
any slope
regular fiber regular fiber
×
S1 bundle slope of π(V ′K) of π(V
′
K) of π(V
′
K)
Table 4. When EK is a cylinder and c is the core of EK , the
choice of a slope t ⊂ π(EK) ⊂ π(VK) not parallel to π(c) (from VK
viewpoint).
the propositions in Section 5 construct many intermediate finite covers Vˆ → V of
VK → V such that K ∩VK is mapped into Vˆ via embedding. For each VK , we need
to choose one of its intermediate finite cover, such that these finite covers of pieces
of M are compatible with each other on the boundary. Then we can paste them
together to get the desired finite semi-cover N →M , such that K embeds into N .
6.1. All possible cases of an edge space inMK and its two adjacent pieces.
For each edge space EK ⊂MK , there are two vertex spaces VK , V ′K ⊂MK adjacent
to EK . The edge space EK can be a torus, a cylinder, or a plane. Let π :MH →M
be the covering map, then π(EK) is a decomposition torus in M .
Now we consider the pair (VK , EK). When EK = C is a cylinder, in Proposition
5.1, 5.3, 5.4, 5.8 and 5.9, we take a slope t ⊂ π(EK) not parallel to π(c) (here
c is the core of C). In Proposition 5.8, we require that t is the regular fiber of
π(VK) = V ⊂M , otherwise t can be any slope not parallel to π(c). When EK = P
is a plane, in Proposition 5.3 and 5.8, we take two nonparallel slopes u, v ⊂ π(EK).
In Proposition 5.8, we require that v is the regular fiber of π(VK) and u can be any
slope not parallel to v; otherwise u, v can be any two non-parallel slopes.
When we prove ”aspirality implies separability”, for each vertex piece VK ⊂MK
and its image V ⊂ M , we first need to choose slopes on ∂V , so that we can apply
the propositions in Section 5 to construct an intermediate finite cover Vˆ → V of
VK → V . In this construction, we need to use the information of V ′K to choose
slopes on π(EK): one slope t ⊂ π(EK) when EK is a cylinder, and two nonparallel
slopes u, v ⊂ π(EK) when EK is a plane.
In Table 4 and Table 5, we specify our choice of these slopes t and u, v on
π(EK) ⊂ π(VK) (from VK viewpoint). In priori, we may choose different slopes on
π(EK) ⊂ π(V ′K) (from V
′
K viewpoint). Table 4 deals with the case that EK is a
cylinder, and Table 5 deals with the case that EK is a plane.
In some cases in Table 4, we take the degeneracy slope for hyperbolic virtually
fibered subgroups, which is defined in [GK]. For any (isotopy class of) pseudo-
Anosov map, we take a representative φ : S → S in this isotopy class such that
φ preserves a pair of measured singular foliations on S. For the mapping torus
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❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
VK
V ′K hyperbolic Seifert
geom. finite partial fiber
hyperbolic any two u is regular fiber of π(V ′K),
geom. finite nonparallel slopes v is any other slope
Seifert v is regular fiber of π(VK), u is regular fiber of π(V
′
K),
partial fiber u is any other slope v is regular fiber of π(VK)
Table 5. When EK is a plane, the choice of two nonparallel slopes
u, v ⊂ π(EK) ⊂ π(VK) (from VK viewpoint).
Mφ = S× I/φ, the suspensions of the above singular foliations give a slope on each
boundary component T ⊂ ∂Mφ, and it is the degeneracy slope of Mφ on T .
In the case that EK is a cylinder, when we switch the role of VK and V
′
K , Table
4 gives us another slope t′ ⊂ π(EK) ⊂ π(V ′K). By checking Table 4, if both VK
and V ′K are ”hyperbolic virtually fibered”, ”Seifert virtually fibered” or ”Seifert
partially fibered”, it is possible that t 6= t′. Otherwise, we can and will choose these
slopes such that t = t′.
In the case that EK is a plane, when we switch the role of VK and V
′
K , Table 5
gives us another pair of slopes u′, v′ ⊂ π(EK) ⊂ π(V ′K). By checking Table 5, we
can and will choose these two slopes such that u = v′ and v = u′ in all cases.
So only in the case that EK is a cylinder and both VK , V
′
K are ”hyperbolic
virtually fibered”, ”Seifert virtually fibered” or ”Seifert partially fibered”, the two
choices of slopes on π(EK) are not compatible with each other. The following
simple lemma takes care of this non-compatible issue.
Lemma 6.1. Let c, t, t′ ∈ Z2 be three nontrivial elements, such that they generate
finite index subgroups Z[c] ⊕ Z[t],Z[c] ⊕ Z[t′] < Z2. Then there exist B,B′ ∈ Z+,
such that for any α ∈ Z+, Z[c]⊕Z[αBt] and Z[c]⊕Z[αB′t′] are the same subgroup
of Z2.
Proof. Up to an automorphism of Z2, we can assume that c = (x, 0) ∈ Z2 for some
x ∈ Z+. Then we have t = (y, z) and t′ = (y′, z′) for y, y′ ∈ Z and z, z′ ∈ Z \ {0}.
We take B = x|z′| and B′ = x|z|. Then we have
Z[c]⊕ Z[αBt] = Z[(x, 0)] ⊕ Z[(αx|z′|y, αx|z′|z)] = Z[(x, 0)] ⊕ Z[(0, αx|z′|z)]
and
Z[c]⊕ Z[αB′t′] = Z[(x, 0)] ⊕ Z[(αx|z|y′, αx|z|z′)] = Z[(x, 0)] ⊕ Z[(0, αx|z|z′)].
So Z[c]⊕ Z[αBt] and Z[c]⊕ Z[αB′t′] are the same subgroup of Z2. 
6.2. Proof of ”aspirality implies separability” for 3-manifolds with tori or
empty boundary. In this section, we prove the ”aspirality implies separability”
part of Theorem 1.3, in the case that M is a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-
manifold with empty or tori boundary.
Proposition 6.2. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold with
empty or tori boundary, such that it has nontrivial torus decomposition and does
not support the Sol-geometry. Let H < π1(M) be a finitely generated infinite index
subgroup. If H is aspiral, then H is separable in π1(M).
To prove Proposition 6.2, we need the following technical result.
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Proposition 6.3. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold with
empty or tori boundary, such that it has nontrivial torus decomposition and does not
support the Sol-geometry. Let H < π1(M) be an aspiral finitely generated infinite
index subgroup, and π : MH → M be the covering space of M corresponding to
H < π1(M). We further suppose the base orbifolds of all Seifert pieces of M are
orientable surfaces (with no singular points) with positive genus, and the almost
fibered surface Φ(H) is orientable.
Then for any compact subset K ⊂MH , there exist a finite semi-cover f : N →M
and an embedding i : K →֒ N , such that f ◦ i = π|K , i.e. the following diagram
commute.
K
i
> N
M
f
∨pi|K >
The proof of Proposition 6.3 is quite long, so we break it into a few steps.
At first, for the compact subset K ⊂MH , we enlarge K such that the following
hold:
(1) K is path-connected,
(2) K intersects with all pieces of M cH ⊂MH (M
c
H is defined in Section 3.1),
(3) K contains a Scott core ofMH and the almost fibered surface Φ(H) ⊂MH .
We define MK to be the submanifold of MH that is the union of all vertex spaces
VH ⊂MH such that VH ∩K 6= ∅. Then M cH is a submanifold of MK , and Φ(H) is
a subsurface of MK . We denote the dual graph of MK by GK . By the assumption
on K, GK is a connected finite subgraph of GH and each component of GH \GK
is a tree. For the manifold N that we will construct in this proof, it has a graph of
space structure with dual graph isomorphic to GK .
Step I. Construct a maximal spanning tree T ⊂ GK satisfying the edge
condition.
The almost fibered surface Φ(H) is naturally a subsurface of MK , and any piece
of MK contains at most one piece of Φ(H). So the dual graph GΦ(H) of Φ(H) is
naturally a subgraph of GK .
Note that for each partially fibered piece VK ⊂ MK , it has no contribution to
Φ(H) if and only if all boundary components of VK are planes. We start with
a maximal spanning forest of GΦ(H), and extend it to a maximal spanning tree
T ⊂ GK . For each edge e in GK \ T with corresponding edge space Ee ⊂MK , one
of the following edge conditions hold.
(1) At least one of the adjacent vertex space of Ee in MK is not a virtually
fibered or partially fibered piece.
(2) Both adjacent vertex spaces of Ee are virtually fibered or partially fibered
pieces, and Ee is homeomorphic to the plane.
(3) If both adjacent vertex spaces of Ee are virtually fibered or partially fibered
pieces and Ee is homeomorphic to the cylinder, then e must lie in a simple
cycle c ⊂ GΦ(H) ⊂ GK .
We take MT to be the submanifold of MK dual with T , i.e. MT is obtained
by cutting MK along edge spaces of MK corresponding to edges in GK \ T . Let
n be the number of vertices in T , and let T1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Tn = T be a sequence of
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increasing connected subtrees of T , such that Tj has exactly j vertices. Let MTj
be the submanifold of MT dual with Tj.
Step II. Inductively construct a finite semi-cover NTj → M with dual
graph isomorphic to Tj, such that K ∩MTj embeds into NTj .
Since GK is a finite graph, for each vertex space VK ⊂MK , there are only finitely
many edge spaces of MK adjacent to VK (there might be infinitely many such edge
spaces in MH). If VK is not a finite cover of the corresponding vertex space of M ,
there are finitely many cylinder and plane edge spaces E1, · · · , Em ⊂MK adjacent
to VK .
For each vertex space VK ⊂MK , we apply Proposition 5.1, 5.3, 5.4, 5.8 or 5.9 to
VK ,K ∩ VK , its finitely many adjacent edge spaces {E1, · · · , Em} in MK and the
chosen slopes on {π(E1), · · · , π(Em)}, to get a positive integer AVK (only depends
on VK), or a finite collection of positive integers {A(VK ,Ej)}
m
j=1 (also depend on
Ej ⊂ ∂VK). For each cylinder edge space E ⊂MK such that the two vertex spaces
adjacent to it are both virtually fibered or partially fibered, the two choices of slopes
on π(E) may not be compatible, then Lemma 6.1 gives us two positive integers BE
and B′E . We take A to be the product of all positive integers obtained in the above.
Our construction in step II is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 6.4. For each j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, there exists a finite semi-cover sj : NTj →
M , and a semi-cover pj : MTj → NTj that induces isomorphism on dual graphs,
such that following conditions hold for the following commutative diagram.
(1) sj ◦ pj = π|MTj .
(2) pj |K∩MTj : K ∩MTj → NTj is an embedding.
(3) For any two distinct boundary components of MTj that lie in the interior
of MK, pj maps them to distinct boundary components of NTj .
K ∩MTj⊂ MTj
NTj
pj
∨pj |K∩MTj
>
M
sj
∨
Moreover, for any boundary component E ⊂ ∂MTj that lies in the interior of
MK, it also satisfies the following boundary condition.
(1) If E is a torus, pj |E : E → pj(E) is a homeomorphism.
(2) If E is a cylinder, sj |pj(E) : pj(E)→ π(E) is the finite cover corresponding
to Z[c] ⊕ Z[τAn−j+1t] < π1(π(E)) for some τ ∈ Z+ (Here c is the core of
E, and t is a slope on π(E) chosen by Table 4, from MTj viewpoint).
(3) If E is a plane, sj |pj(E) : pj(E)→ π(E) is the finite cover corresponding to
following subgroups of π1(π(E)):
(a) Z[µAn−j+1u]⊕Z[νAn−j+1v] for some µ, ν ∈ Z+, if E lies in the inte-
rior of MT ;
(b) Z[Au]⊕Z[Av], if E does not lie in the interior of MT and its adjacent
piece in MT is a geometrically finite piece;
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(c) Z[Au]⊕Z[νAn−j+1v] for some ν ∈ Z+, if E does not lie in the interior
of MT and its adjacent piece in MT is a partially fibered piece.
(Here u, v are two nonparallel slopes on π(E) chosen by Table 5, from MTj
viewpoint. In case (c), v is the regular fiber in the vertex space of MTj
adjacent to E.)
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction. The frame of this construction is shown
in the following diagram.
MTn ⊃MTn−1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ MT2 ⊃ MT1
NTn
pn
∨
⊃ NTn−1
pn−1
∨
⊃ · · · ⊃ NT2
p2
∨
⊃ NT1
p1
∨
Tn
∨
⊃ Tn−1
∨
⊃ · · · ⊃ T2
∨
⊃ T1
∨
Since T1 consists of a single vertex, MT1 = VK consists of a single vertex space
of MK , and it covers a vertex space V ⊂ M . If VK → V is a finite cover, we
simply take NT1 = VK . Otherwise, we apply Proposition 5.1, 5.3, 5.4, 5.8 or 5.9 to
VK → V , K ∩ VK ⊂ VK and boundary components of VK that lie in the interior of
MK , to get an intermediate finite cover Vˆ → V of VK → V . Since all constants AVK
and A(VK ,E) are factors of A, we can choose the parameters in these propositions
such that the boundary condition hold for NT1 = Vˆ . In particular, Proposition 5.3
(5) guarantees that boundary condition (3) (b) can hold for Vˆ , and Proposition 5.8
(4) guarantees that boundary condition (3) (c) can hold for Vˆ .
Suppose that we have constructed a finite semi-cover sj : NTj → M and a
semi-cover pj :MTj → NTj satisfying all conditions in this lemma.
Now we need to construct NTj+1 . Since Tj+1 has only one more vertex than Tj
and Tj+1 is a tree, MTj+1 \MTj consists of a single vertex space VK ⊂ MK . As
submanifolds of MT , VK ∩MTj consists of one single edge space E. Let V be the
vertex space of M covered by VK . If VK → V is a finite cover, we simply take
Vˆ = VK . Otherwise, we will apply Proposition 5.1, 5.3, 5.4, 5.8 or 5.9 to VK → V ,
K ∩ VK ⊂ VK and all boundary components of VK that lie in the interior of MK ,
to get an intermediate finite cover q : Vˆ → V of π|VK : VK → V as in the following
diagram.
VK
p
> Vˆ
V
q
∨pi|VK >
By inductive hypothesis, the boundary condition of NTj+1 holds for all compo-
nents of ∂NTj \ pj(E). So when we construct Vˆ , we need the following conditions
hold.
(1) The boundary condition of NTi+1 holds for Vˆ .
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(2) p(E) and pj(E) are the same finite cover of π(E), i.e. there is a homeo-
morphism g : p(E)→ pj(E) such that the following diagram commute.
E
∂Vˆ ⊃ p(E)
g
>
p|E
<
pj(E)
pj |E
>
⊂ ∂NTj
π(E)
sj |pj(E)<q|p(E)
>
Once we have the above commutative diagram and make sure the boundary
condition holds, then we take NTj+1 = Vˆ ∪g NTj . The finite semi-cover sj+1 :
NTj+1 → M is defined by q (on Vˆ ) and sj (on NTj ), and the semi-cover pj+1 :
MTj+1 = VK ∪MTj → NTj+1 is defined by p (on VK) and pj (on MTj ).
Case A. E is a torus. Then VK is either a geometrically finite piece or a non-
compact S1-bundle. Boundary condition (1) implies that pj |E : E → pj(E) is a
homeomorphism, while Proposition 5.3 (3) and 5.9 (3) imply that p|E : E → p(E)
is a homeomorphism. So the desired homeomorphism g exists. Since the constant
AVK is a factor of A, and parameters in Proposition 5.3 and 5.9 for boundary
components of VK can be chosen independently, we can construct Vˆ such that the
boundary condition holds.
Case B. E is a cylinder. Boundary condition (2) implies that sj|pj(E) : pj(E)→
π(E) is the finite cover corresponding to Z[c] ⊕ Z[τAn−j+1t] < π1(π(E)) for some
slope t ⊂ π(E) and τ ∈ Z+. Here t is determined by the piece of MTj adjacent to
E and VK , according to Table 4.
We first consider the case that VK → V corresponds to a geometrically finite
subgroup (of hyperbolic V ) or has an induced S1-bundle structure (from Seifert
V ). By Table 4, we have chosen the same slope t ⊂ π(E) from both MTj and
VK viewpoint. Then in Proposition 5.3 and 5.9, we can choose the parameters for
boundary components of VK independently. So we can construct Vˆ such that the
homeomorphism g exists and the boundary condition is satisfied.
It remains to consider the case that VK → V corresponds to a virtually fibered or
partially fibered subgroup. Note that in Proposition 5.1, 5.4 and 5.8, the parameter
α only depends on the vertex space VK , so we can not freely choose parameters for
each boundary component of VK as in the previous case. Moreover, the slope t ⊂
π(E) chosen fromMTj viewpoint and t
′ ⊂ π(E) chosen from VH viewpoint may not
be same with each other. For the cylinder E ⊂ ∂VK , we apply Proposition 5.1, 5.4
or 5.8 to VK to get a constant A(VK ,E), and apply Lemma 6.1 to c, t, t
′ ∈ π1(π(E))
to get two constants BE , B
′
E ∈ Z+. Then Lemma 6.1 implies that
Z[c]⊕ Z[τAn−j+1t] = Z[c]⊕ Z[τAn−j
A
BE
BEt] = Z[c]⊕ Z[τAn−j
A
BE
B′Et
′].
By the choice of A, A
BEA(VK,E)
is an integer. Now we must apply Proposition 5.1,
5.4 or 5.8 with parameter α = τAn−jB′E
A
BEA(VK,E)
, so that q|p(E) : p(E) → π(E)
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is the finite cover corresponding to
Z[c]⊕ Z[αA(VK ,E)t
′] = Z[c]⊕ Z[τAn−j
A
BE
B′Et
′] < π1(π(E)).
So in this case, the homeomorphism g exists.
For any other cylinder boundary component E¯ ⊂ ∂VK lying in the interior
of MK , by our choice of parameter α, q|p(E¯) : p(E¯) → π(E¯) is the finite cover
corresponding to
Z[c¯]⊕Z[αA(VK ,E¯)t¯] = Z[c¯]⊕Z[
(
τB′EA(VK ,E¯)
A
BEA(VK ,E)
)
A
n−(j+1)+1 t¯] < π1(π(E¯)),
which satisfies boundary condition (2) of NTj+1 . If VK has a plane boundary com-
ponent E¯ ⊂ ∂VK that lies in the interior of MK , then VK must be a partially
fibered piece, so it need to satisfy boundary condition (3) (a) or (3) (c). The above
computation implies that boundary condition (3) (a) and (3) (c) hold for the v-
component. We can make sure boundary condition (3) (a) and (3) (c) also hold for
the u-component, since AVK is a factor of A and we can choose arbitrary parameter
βE¯ in Proposition 5.8.
Case C. E is a plane. Since E lies in the interior of MT , boundary condition
(3) (a) implies that sj |pj(E) : pj(E) → π(E) is the finite cover corresponding to
Z[µAn−j+1u]⊕ Z[νAn−j+1v] < π1(π(E)) for chosen nonparallel slopes u, v ⊂ π(E)
and µ, ν ∈ Z+. Recall that when we use Table 5 to choose two pairs of nonparallel
slopes on π(E) from viewpoints of MTj and VK respectively, we have v
′ = u and
u′ = v. If V is a hyperbolic 3-manifold, then VK corresponds to a geometrically
finite subgroup of π1(V ). Since we can choose arbitrary parameters in Proposition
5.3 for different boundary components of VK , we can make sure the homeomorphism
g : p(E)→ pj(E) exists and boundary conditions are satisfied.
If V is a Seifert manifold, then VK corresponds to a partially fibered subgroup
of π1(V ), and v
′ = u is the regular fiber of V (by Table 5). So we have to take
the parameter of VK to be α = µA
n−j A
AVK
(for the whole manifold VK) and βE =
νAn−j A
AVK
(for the boundary component E ⊂ ∂VK), such that the finite cover
q|p(E) : p(E)→ π(E) corresponds to
Z[(νAn−j
A
AVK
)AVKu
′]⊕Z[(µAn−j
A
AVK
)AVKv
′] = Z[νAn−j+1v]⊕Z[µAn−j+1u] < π1(π(E)).
Then the homeomorphism g : p(E) → pj(E) exists. For the boundary condition,
since the regular fiber of Vˆ covers the regular fiber of V by a degree µAn−j+1 map,
boundary condition (2) holds, and boundary conditions (3) (a) and (3) (c) hold
on the v-component. In Proposition 5.8, for different plane boundary components
of VK that lie in the interior of MK , we can choose arbitrary parameters for their
u-components, so we can make sure boundary condition (3) (a) and (3) (c) hold for
the u-component.
Now we finish the proof of Lemma 6.4, and Step II is done. 
Step III. After necessary modifications of the NTn constructed in Step
II, paste pairs of boundary components of NTn corresponding to edges
in GK \ T , to get the desired finite semi-cover N →M .
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For simplicity, we denote the finite semi-cover sn : NTn → M constructed in
step II by s : NT → M , and denote the semi-cover pn : MTn → NTn by p : MT →
NT . Since MT can be obtained by cutting MK along those edge spaces in MK
corresponding to edges in GK \ T , the first vertical map in the following diagram
is a quotient map by identifying pairs of homeomorphic boundary components of
MT . Then our goal is to modify NT so that we can paste homeomorphic boundary
components of NT to get the desiredN (via the second vertical map in the following
diagram).
MT
p
> NT > T
∩
K ⊂ MK
∨
.........> N
∨
.........
.........> GK
Let e1, · · · , et be all edges in GK \ T , and E1, · · · , Et be the corresponding
edge spaces of MK . For each Ei, it corresponds to two boundary components
E′i, E
′′
i ⊂ ∂MT , and Lemma 6.4 (3) implies that
{p(E′1), p(E
′′
1 ), p(E
′
2), p(E
′′
2 ), · · · , p(E
′
t), p(E
′′
t )}
are distinct boundary components of NT . Here s|p(E′
i
) : p(E
′
i)→ π(Ei) and s|p(E′′i ) :
p(E′′i )→ π(Ei) might be two distinct finite covers of π(Ej) (up to isomorphism).
Our modification process on NT is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 6.5. For each edge space E ∈ {E1, · · · , Et}, we can modify the construc-
tion of NT , such that the following holds.
(1) The first three conditions in Lemma 6.4 still hold for s : NT → M and
p :MT → NT .
(2) For any Ei 6= E, the covering maps s|p(E′
i
) : p(E
′
i) → π(E) and s|p(E′′i ) :
p(E′′i )→ π(E) are not affected by this modification.
(3) After the modification, there exists a homeomorphism g : p(E′) → p(E′′)
such that the following diagram commute.
E′ = E = E′′
p(E′)
p|E′
∨
g
> p(E′′)
p|E′′
∨
π(E)
s|p(E′′)<s|p(E′)
>
Proof. We prove this lemma by a case-by-case argument.
Case A. E is a torus. Boundary condition (1) implies that both p|E′ : E′ →
p(E′) and p|E′′ : E′′ → p(E′′) are homeomorphisms. Since E′ is homeomorphic to
E′′, the desired homeomorphism g : p(E′)→ p(E′′) exists.
Case B. E is a plane.
By Table 2, the two adjacent pieces of E′ and E′′ in MT are both geometrically
finite or partially fibered, and we denote them by V ′K and V
′′
K respectively.
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We first suppose that both E′ and E′′ lie in geometrically finite vertex spaces of
MT . Then boundary condition (3) (b) implies that p(E
′)→ π(E) corresponds to
Z[Au′]⊕ Z[Av′] < π1(π(E))
and p(E′′)→ π(E) corresponds to
Z[Au′′]⊕ Z[Av′′] < π1(π(E)).
Here the slopes u′, v′ and u′′, v′′ are chosen by Table 5 from V ′K and V
′′
K view-
point respectively, so we have u′ = v′′ and v′ = u′′. Then p(E′) → π(E) and
p(E′′) → π(E) correspond to the same subgroup of π1(π(E)), and the desired
homeomorphism g : p(E′)→ p(E′′) exists.
If one of E′ and E′′ lies in a geometrically finite piece and the other one lies in
a partially fibered piece, we assume that E′ lies in a geometrically finite piece V ′K ,
and let Vˆ ′ be the image of V ′K in NT . Boundary condition (3) (b) implies that
p(E′)→ π(E) corresponds to subgroup
Z[Au′]⊕ Z[Av′] < π1(π(E)).
Since u′ = v′′ and v′ = u′′ hold, boundary condition (3) (c) implies that p(E′′) →
π(E) corresponds to subgroup
Z[Au′′]⊕ Z[ν′′Av′′] = Z[ν′′Au′]⊕ Z[Av′] < π1(π(E))
for some ν′′ ∈ Z+. These two subgroups of π1(π(E)) may not be equal to each
other, so we need to apply Proposition 5.3 to modify our construction of Vˆ ′. For
the parameters we used to construct Vˆ ′, we multiply the parameter corresponding
to slope u′ ⊂ π(E) by ν′′, and fix all other parameters to construct a new Vˆ ′. At
first, V ′K ∩ K still embeds into this new Vˆ
′. Since all other parameters are not
changed, this new Vˆ ′ can be pasted with other (old) pieces of NT to get a new
NT , and any other boundary components of NT corresponding to edges in GK \ T
are not changed. By our modification, p(E′) and p(E′′) correspond to the same
subgroup of π1(π(E)), so the desired homeomorphism g : p(E
′)→ p(E′′) exists.
If both E′ and E′′ lie in partially fibered pieces of MT , we denote these two
pieces by V ′H , V
′′
H respectively, and let Vˆ
′ and Vˆ ′′ be the images of V ′H and V
′′
H
in NT respectively. Then boundary condition (3) (c) implies that p(E
′) → π(E)
corresponds to
Z[Au′]⊕ Z[ν′Av′] < π1(π(E)),
and p(E′′)→ π(E) corresponds to
Z[Au′′]⊕ Z[ν′′Av′′] = Z[ν′′Au′]⊕ Z[Av′] < π1(π(E))
for some ν′, ν′′ ∈ Z+. These two subgroups of π1(π(E)) may not be equal to
each other. We apply Proposition 5.8 to modify our construction of Vˆ ′ and Vˆ ′′
as in the previous case. In Proposition 5.8, the parameters not corresponding to
regular fibers (u′ and u′′ in our case) can be chosen arbitrary, and it does not affect
other boundary components. For the parameters we used to construct Vˆ ′ and Vˆ ′′,
we multiply the parameter corresponding to u′ by ν′′ and multiply the parameter
corresponding to u′′ by ν′, while we fix all other parameters to construct our new
Vˆ ′ and Vˆ ′′. Similarly to the previous case, after our modification, K ∩ V ′K and
K ∩ V ′′K still embed into the new Vˆ
′ and Vˆ ′′, and the desired homeomorphism
g : p(E′) → p(E′′) exists. Moreover, this modification does not affect other pieces
of NT and other boundary components of NT corresponding to edges in GK \ T .
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Case C. E is a cylinder. Let V ′K and V
′′
K be the pieces of MT containing E
′ and
E′′ respectively.
Case C.1. At least one of V ′K and V
′′
K does not correspond to virtually fibered
or partially fibered subgroups. We assume that V ′K is either geometrically finite,
or has an induced S1-bundle structure. By boundary condition (2), p(E′)→ π(E)
corresponds to subgroup
Z[c]⊕ Z[τ ′At′] < π1(π(E)),
and p(E′′)→ π(E) corresponds to subgroup
Z[c]⊕ Z[τ ′′At′′] < π1(π(E))
for some τ ′, τ ′′ ∈ Z+. Since V ′K is neither virtually fibered nor partially fibered,
Table 4 implies t′ = t′′, but these two subgroups of π1(π(E)) may not be equal to
each other.
Now we apply Proposition 5.3 or 5.9 to modify our construction of Vˆ ′. In these
two propositions, the parameter of t′ can be chosen arbitrarily and it does not affect
other boundary components of Vˆ ′. For the parameters we used to construct Vˆ ′,
we change the parameter αE′ (corresponding to t
′) from τ ′ A
AV ′
K
to τ ′′ A
AV ′
K
and fix
all other parameters to construct our new Vˆ ′. Similarly to Case B, after doing this
modification, there exists the desired homeomorphism g : p(E′)→ p(E′′), and this
modification does not affect other boundary components of NT corresponding to
edges in GK \ T .
Case C.2. If we are not in case C.1, both V ′K and V
′′
K correspond to virtually
fibered or partially fibered subgroups. Then by edge condition (3), the edge e ⊂
GK \ T is contained in a simple cycle c ⊂ GΦ(H) ⊂ GK . This is the only case that
we need to use the aspirality of H in this proof, and we will prove that p(E′) and
p(E′′) are the same finite cover of π(E), without doing any modification.
For the inclusion i : c → GΦ(H) and the projection r : Φ(H) → GΦ(H), we take
a lifting j : c → Φ(H) such that r ◦ j = i and j : c → Φ(H) transverses with the
decomposition circles of Φ(H). We endow c with an arbitrary orientation, then the
decomposition circles of Φ(H) decompose c into a concatenation of oriented paths
δ1, δ2, · · · δn, and each δi is an oriented proper path in a vertex space Σi ⊂ Φ(H).
Moreover, we can suppose the terminal point of δn equals the initial point of δ1, and
this point lies in the decomposition circle corresponding to the edge e ⊂ GK \ T .
For each δi, sδi ∈ Q+ is defined in Section 3.2, and the value of generalized
spirality character s : H1(Φ(H);Z) → Q×+ on [c] ∈ H1(Φ(H);Z) is defined by
s([c]) = Πni=1sδi . Then the aspirality of H implies
n∏
i=1
sδi = 1.
By the assumption of this proposition, each Σi is a compact orientable hyperbolic
surface. Let cinii be the boundary component of Σi containing the initial point of δi,
and let cteri be the boundary component of Σi containing the terminal point of δi.
As decomposition circles of Φ(H), we have cteri = c
ini
i+1 and c
ter
n = c
ini
1 . Let Σ be the
surface obtained from {Σi}ni=1 by identifying c
ter
i with c
ini
i+1 for i = 1, 2, · · · , n − 1
(without identifying ctern with c
ini
1 ). Then Σ is a subsurface of Φ(H) and it is also
a subsurface of MT . In MH , the edge space E containing c
ini
1 = c
ter
n corresponds to
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two distinct boundary components E′, E′′ ⊂ ∂MT , with cini1 ⊂ E
′ and ctern ⊂ E
′′.
Then the semi-cover s :MT → NT embeds Σ ⊂MT into NT .
Let Vˆi be the piece of NT containing Σi, and let Tˆ
ini
i and Tˆ
ter
i be the boundary
components of Vˆi containing c
ini
i and c
ter
i respectively. Then in NT , we have Tˆ
ter
i =
Tˆ inii+1 for i = 1, 2, · · · , n− 1, while p(E
′) = Tˆ ini1 and p(E
′′) = Tˆ tern .
Let Vi be the image of Vˆi in M , and let T
ini
i and T
ter
i be the images of Tˆ
ini
i and
Tˆ teri in M respectively. In M , we have T
ter
i = T
ini
i+1 for i = 1, 2, · · · , n − 1 and
π(E) = T ini1 = T
ter
n .
If Vi is hyperbolic, then the piece ofMT containing Σi corresponds to a virtually
fibered subgroup of π1(Vi). By our construction in Proposition 5.1, Vˆi is a Σi-bundle
over S1. By Table 4, the slope t chosen in Proposition 5.1 is the degeneracy slope.
Then Proposition 5.1 (3) implies that, for each boundary component T ⊂ ∂Vˆi, the
algebraic intersection number between the degeneracy slope on T and Σi ∩ T is 1.
So the pseudo-Anosov monodromy φi : Σi → Σi of Vˆi restricts to identity on ∂Σi,
and it satisfies the conditions in Case II of Section 3.2 (in particular condition (3)).
So we have
sδi =
[Tˆ inii : T
ini
i ]
[Tˆ teri : T
ter
i ]
.
If Vi is a Seifert manifold, then the piece of MT containing Σi corresponds to
a virtually fibered or partially fibered subgroup of π1(Vi). Then we use Case I of
Section 3.2 to compute sδi . By Proposition 5.4 (3) and 5.8 (3), the covering map
Tˆ inii → T
ini
i corresponds to subgroup Z[c
ini
i ]⊕Z[αAt
ini
i ] < π1(T
ini
i ) for some α ∈ Z+.
By Table 4, tinii is the regular fiber h of Vi, so we have
[Tˆ inii : T
ini
i ] = αA〈c
ini
i , h〉.
Since the induced covering degree of Vˆi → Vi on regular fiber is independent of
which boundary component we take, we also have
[Tˆ teri : T
ter
i ] = αA〈c
ter
i , h〉,
So we get
sδi =
〈cinii , h〉
〈cteri , h〉
=
αA〈cinii , h〉
αA〈cteri , h〉
=
[Tˆ inii : T
ini
i ]
[Tˆ teri : T
ter
i ]
.
Since s([c]) = 1, while Tˆ teri = Tˆ
ini
i+1 and T
ter
i = T
ini
i+1 hold for i = 1, 2, · · · , n− 1,
we have
1 = s([c]) =
n∏
i=1
sδi =
n∏
i=1
[Tˆ inii : T
ini
i ]
[Tˆ teri : T
ter
i ]
=
( n−1∏
i=1
[Tˆ inii : T
ini
i ]
[Tˆ inii+1 : T
ini
i+1]
)
·
[Tˆ inin : T
ini
n ]
[Tˆ tern : T
ter
n ]
=
[Tˆ ini1 : T
ini
1 ]
[Tˆ tern : T
ter
n ]
.
Since π(E) = T tern = T
ini
1 , while p(E
′) = Tˆ ini1 and p(E
′′) = Tˆ tern hold, we get
[p(E′) : π(E)] = [p(E′′) : π(E)].
By boundary condition (2), p(E′) → π(E) corresponds to subgroup Z[c] ⊕
Z[τ ′At′] < π1(π(E)) and p(E′)→ π(E) corresponds to subgroup Z[c]⊕Z[τ ′′At′′] <
π1(π(E)) for some τ
′, τ ′′ ∈ Z+. By Table 4, t′ and t′′ may not be the same slope
on π(E). For c, t′, t′′ ∈ π1(π(E)) ∼= Z2, Lemma 6.1 gives us two constants B′ and
B′′ and they are both factors of A. Then we have
[p(E′) : π(E)] =
[
π1(π(E)) : Z[c]⊕ Z[τ ′At′]
]
=
[
π1(π(E)) : Z[c]⊕ Z[B′t′]
]
·
τ ′A
B′
.
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Similarly, we have
[p(E′′) : π(E)] =
[
π1(π(E)) : Z[c]⊕Z[τ ′′At′′]
]
=
[
π1(π(E)) : Z[c]⊕Z[B′′t′′]
]
·
τ ′′A
B′′
.
Since [p(E′) : π(E)] = [p(E′′) : π(E)] and Z[c]⊕Z[B′t′] = Z[c]⊕Z[B′′t′′], the above
two equalities imply that τ
′
A
B′
= τ
′′
A
B′′
.
Then Lemma 6.1 implies that
π1(p(E
′)) = Z[c]⊕Z[
τ ′A
B′
B′t′] = Z[c]⊕Z[
τ ′A
B′
B′′t′′] = Z[c]⊕Z[
τ ′′A
B′′
B′′t′′] = π1(p(E
′′)).
So p(E′)→ π(E) and p(E′′)→ π(E) correspond to the same subgroup of π1(π(E)),
and the desired homeomorphism g : p(E′)→ p(E′′) exists.

For each Ei, the above modification on p(E
′
i) and p(E
′′
i ) does not affect p(E
′
j)
and p(E′′j ) for any j 6= i. So we can paste all pairs {p(E
′
i), p(E
′′
i )} for i = 1, 2, · · · , t
by homeomorphisms given by Proposition 6.5, to get a 3-manifold N with dual
graph isomorphic to GK . This finishes Step III.
In step III, we modified NT such that we can paste pairs of its boundary compo-
nents corresponding to edges in GK \ T , to get a finite semi-cover N → M whose
dual graph is isomorphic to GK . Then we have the following diagram.
K ∩MT⊂ MT
p
> NT
∩
K ⊂ MK
∨
> N
∨
f
> M
s
>
Lemma 6.4 (2) implies that the restriction of p : MT → NT embeds K \
(∪ti=1Ei) = K ∩MT into NT , and the modification of NT in Step III does not
change this property. So when we paste NT to get N , K ⊂ MK embeds into N .
The finite semi-cover f : N → M is induced by the finite semi-cover s : NT → M
constructed in Step II. This finishes the proof of Proposition 6.3.
Now we are ready to prove Proposition 6.2.
Proof. We suppose that H < π1(M) is aspiral, and will prove it is separable in
π1(M).
Let χ : H1(Φ(H);Z) → Z2 be the orientability character of Φ(H). Since the
restriction of χ on ∂Φ(H) is trivial, and π1(Φ(H)) corresponds to a subgraph of
the dual graph of H , χ can be extended to a homomorphism χ′ : H → Z2. Let
H ′ be the kernel of χ′, then it is an index-1 or index-2 subgroup of H . Then for
H ′ < π1(M), Φ(H
′) is an orientable surface.
By Lemma 3.1 of [PW], M has a finite cover M ′ such that for each Seifert
piece V ⊂ M ′, the base orbifold of V is an orientable surface (with no singular
points) with positive genus. Since H is aspiral in M , Lemma 3.6 and 3.5 imply
that H ′′ = H ′ ∩ π1(M ′) is aspiral in M ′. In the following, we will prove that H ′′
is separable in π1(M
′), then Lemma 2.3 (2) and (3) imply that H is separable in
π1(M).
In the following, we abuse notation and denote the above H ′′ < π1(M
′) by
H < π1(M). So we can assume that Φ(H) is an orientable surface, and the base
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orbifold of any Seifert piece in M is an orientable surface (with no singular points)
with positive genus, thus the assumption of Proposition 6.3 holds.
Let π : MH → M be the covering space of M corresponds to H < π1(M). For
any compact subset K ⊂ MH , we enlarge K such that it is path-connected, while
it contains a Scott core of MH and Φ(H). Then Proposition 6.3 gives us a finite
semi-cover f : N →M and an embedding i : K →֒ N , such that f ◦ i = π|K .
For the finite semi-cover f : N → M , let MN → M be the covering space
of M correspond to π1(N) < π1(M). Then f : N → M lifts to an embedding
jN : N →֒ MN . Since N is compact, Lemma 2.6 implies that MN → M has an
intermediate finite cover q : M ′ → M (with covering map r : MN → M ′) such
that j = r ◦ jN : N → M ′ is an embedding. The maps we have constructed are
summarized in the following diagram, while both horizontal maps are embeddings.
MN
K
i
> N
j
>
jN
>
M ′
r
∨
M
f
∨ q<
pi|K >
Now we have a finite cover q : M ′ → M and an embedding k = j ◦ i : K →֒ M ′
such that q ◦ k = π|K , so we have (π|K)∗(π1(K)) < q∗(π1(M ′)). Since K contains
a compact core of MH , π∗(π1(MH)) = (π|K)∗(πK) is contained in q∗(π1(M ′)). So
π :MH →M lifts to p :MH →M ′, which is an extension of k : K →֒M ′.
MH
p
> M ′
∪
K
pi|K
>
k
>
M
q
∨
So q : M ′ → M is an intermediate finite cover of π : MH → M such that
p|K = k : K → M ′ is an embedding. Since K is an arbitrary compact subset of
MH , by Lemma 2.2, H is a separable subgroup of π1(M).

6.3. Proof for the general case. Now we are are ready to prove ”aspirality
implies separability” for a general 3-manifold as in Theorem 1.3.
Proof. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible, ∂-irreducible 3-manifold with
nontrivial torus decomposition and does not support the Sol-geometry. Let H <
π1(M) be an aspiral finitely generated infinite index subgroup. Then we will prove
that H is separable in π1(M).
If M has empty or tori boundary, then the separability of H < π1(M) directly
follows from Proposition 6.2. So we only need to consider the case that M has a
boundary component with higher genus (genus at least 2).
We take the torus decomposition T ⊂ M , then each component V of M \ T is
either a Seifert space or atoroidal. If V is atoroidal and has higher genus boundary,
then V is irreducible, ∂-irreducible and atoroidal, but may not be acylindrical.
For each g ≥ 2, there exists a compact hyperbolic 3-manifold Ng, such that
∂Ng is a totally geodesic closed surface of genus g. The manifold N2 is explicitly
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constructed in Section 3.2 of [Thu1], and Ng can be obtained by taking a (g − 1)-
sheet cyclic cover of N2, since H1(∂N2;Z)→ H1(N2;Z) is surjective.
For each component V ⊂M \T with higher genus boundary, and each boundary
component Σg ⊂ ∂V with g ≥ 2, we attach Ng to V along Σg (by any homeomor-
phism) to get a 3-manifold V¯ with tori boundary. Now Σg is incompressible in both
V and Ng, V and Ng are both irreducible and atoroidal, while Ng is also acylin-
drical. A classical argument in 3-manifold topology implies that V¯ is irreducible
and atoroidal. So the hyperbolization theorem of Haken manifolds ([Thu3], see also
[Mor]) implies that V¯ supports a complete hyperbolic structure with finite volume.
By our construction, the inclusion V → V¯ is π1-injective, and π1(V ) < π1(V¯ ) is a
geometrically finite subgroup (since it is not a virtually fibered subgroup).
After doing the above filling construction for each vertex space V ⊂ M \ T
to get V¯ , we get a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold M¯ with empty or
tori boundary, such that M is a submanifold of M¯ and the inclusion M →֒ M¯
is π1-injective. Each component of M¯ \ T is either a component of M \ T with
tori boundary, or a finite volume hyperbolic 3-manifold. So the collection of tori
T ⊂ M ⊂ M¯ also gives the torus decomposition of M¯ . Let the covering spaces of
M and M¯ corresponding to H < π1(M) and H < π1(M¯) be denoted by MH and
M¯H respectively, then MH is naturally a submanifold of M¯H . Since T gives the
torus decomposition of both M and M¯ , the induced graph of space structures on
MH and M¯H are compatible with each other.
For each vertex space VH ⊂ MH , let V¯H be the vertex space of M¯H containing
VH , then π1(VH) = π1(V¯H) holds. We use V and V¯ to denote the image of VH and
V¯H in M and M¯ respectively. If VH 6= V¯H , then V has a boundary component of
genus at least 2, and V¯ is a hyperbolic 3-manifold with finite volume. Since π1(V ) <
π1(V¯ ) is a geometrically finite subgroup, π1(V¯H) = π1(VH) < π1(V ) < π1(V¯ ) is also
geometrically finite. When VH = V¯H , one is virtually fibered or partially fibered if
and only if the other one is.
Let ΦM (H) be the almost fibered surface of H defined by H < π1(M), and
let ΦM¯ (H) be the almost fibered surface of H defined by H < π1(M¯). Then the
above argument implies that VH ⊂ MH contributes to ΦM (H) if and only if the
corresponding piece V¯H ⊂ M¯H contributes to ΦM¯ (H), so ΦM (H) = ΦM¯ (H) holds.
Then it is easy to check that they have the same generalized spirality character
(defined by M and M¯ respectively).
So the aspirality ofH inM implies that H is aspiral in M¯ . Since M¯ has empty or
tori boundary, Proposition 6.2 implies that H is separable in π1(M¯). Since π1(M)
is a subgroup of π1(M¯) containing H , Lemma 2.3 (1) implies that H is separable
in π1(M). 
7. LERFness of finitely generated 3-manifold groups
In this section, we use Theorem 1.3 to prove Theorem 1.2. Actually, the proof
only uses the ”aspirality implies separability” part of Theorem 1.3.
Proof. We first deal with the case that M is compact, orientable, irreducible and
∂-irreducible. If the torus decomposition of M is trivial, then it is either Seifert
of atoroidal. By [Sco1], Seifert manifolds have LERF fundamental groups. If M
is atoroidal, then M supports a complete hyperbolic structure. The Haken case
follows from [Thu3] (see also [Mor]), and the non-Haken case follows from [Per1],
[Per2] (see also [BBMBP],[KL] and [MT]). Then works of Wise and Agol prove that
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π1(M) is LERF ([Wise], [Agol2]). So we can assume that M has nontrivial torus
decomposition. Note that 3-manifolds supporting the Sol geometry have virtually
polycyclic fundamental groups, and these groups are also LERF.
Under the torus decomposition of M , if there are two adjacent pieces M1,M2 ⊂
M such that both of them have tori boundary (M1 might be same with M2), then
M1 ∪M2 is a π1-injective submanifold of M . Since M does not support the Sol
geometry, neither ofM1 andM2 is homeomorphic to T
2×I and at least one of them
is not homeomorphic to the twisted I-bundle over Klein bottle. By the minimal
property of torus decomposition, M1 ∪M2 is a mixed manifold or graph manifold.
Then Theorem 1.1 implies that π1(M1 ∪M2) is not LERF. Since π1(M1 ∪M2) is a
subgroup of π1(M), Lemma 2.3 (4) implies that π1(M) is not LERF.
Now we suppose that for any two adjacent pieces of M , at least one of them
has higher genus boundary. For any finitely generated infinite index subgroup
H < π1(M), the covering space MH → M corresponding to H has an induced
graph of space structure. For any piece of MH that covers a piece of M with
higher genus boundary, since it corresponds to a geometrically finite subgroup of a
hyperbolic 3-manifold group, it has no contribution to the almost fibered surface
Φ(H). So only those pieces of MH that cover pieces of M with tori boundary may
contribute to Φ(H). Since any two such pieces of MH are not adjacent to each
other, the dual graph GΦ(H) of Φ(H) consists of finitely many vertices and has
no edges. Since the generalized spirality character s : H1(Φ(H);Z) → Q×+ factors
through H1(GΦ(H);Z) (Remark 3.4), it must be the trivial homomorphism. Then
Theorem 1.3 implies that H is separable in π1(M), and π1(M) is LERF.
If M is only compact and orientable, let M1,M2, · · · ,Mn be the pieces of
M under the sphere-disc decomposition. Then π1(M) is a free product of
π1(M1), π1(M2), · · · , π1(Mn), and Lemma 2.3 (5) implies that π1(M) is LERF if
and only if all of π1(M1), π1(M2), · · · , π1(Mn) are LERF. 
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